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ABSTRACT

This research program examines the popular concepts held by the audience of the
Darwin daily newspaper and expressed by that newspaper with regards the provision of
adult and continuing education and employment programs for Aboriginal people in the
Northern Territory during the last thirty one years (1961 to and including 1991).
Attitudes towards Aboriginal adult education are examined in the light of an
examination of the nature and functions of the press, traditional attitudes of the press
towards Aboriginal people, the history of the press in the "Top End" of the Northern
Territory, Government policies both Federal and Northern Territory concerning
Aboriginal people, particularly with regards to the provision of adult and continuing
education, the influence of various power groups, the demographic make-up of the
Northern Territory at the time, events concerning Aboriginal people which affected
public and press opinion, and the actual provision of continuing education to
Aboriginal people in the Northern Territory.
The paper deals only with one small part of those items which give an insight into
attitudes expressed by the NT News concerning Aboriginal adult education. Because of
its very positive nature the field of education provides an optimistic background on
which the attitudes are viewed and so perhaps these attitudes are more positive than
others expressed in the newspaper concerning Aboriginal people.
Both empiricist content analysis and qualitative methods are used. While the report is
descriptive rather than aimed at finding solutions to problems, trends in opinion are
revealed that could assist in either the design of future programs or obtaining support
for desired programmes.
The study also has implications for the local press regardingtn its adherence to the rules
of journalism to which it subscribes.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY
1.1 INTRODUCTION
During the author's twenty seven years' association with the Northern Territory and
Aboriginal adult and continuing education the Northern Territory press has received
much criticism concerning news content and attitudes expressed in the newspapers.
Until now such criticism has appeared to the author to be justified, especially taking
into account memorable news stories appearing in the Northern Territory News. On
reflection, the author suspected that his own judgement may have been somewhat
biased, that his selection of material remembered may have been selective, and that
news remembered may have been of the more sensational variety. Moreover if this was
the case it was most likely that the author's peer group, being involved in the field of
Aboriginal adult education, may have made similar errors of judgement, thus
reinforcing the author's errors in both fact and judgement. The author thus sought to
clarify the matter. This research paper is the result of the attempted clarification.
Because of the isolation of the Northern Territory local newspapers have played an
important role in the dissemination of information. Though many communication
barriers have been broken down through the electronic media and the improvement in
travel and freight services the force of habit appears to have maintained the status of the
local press as a major disseminator of information, particularly in the urban areas.
This research programme examines the popular concepts held by the audience of the
Darwin local newspaper and expressed by that newspaper with regards the provision of
adult and continuing education and employment programs for Aboriginal people in the
Northern Territory during the last thirty one years (1961 to and including 1991).
1.2 BACKGROUND
The year 1961 was chosen as a starting point for this study for several reasons.
Though the assimilation policy was established by the Commonwealth Government in
1951 it was not until the 1961 Native Welfare Conference that a general policy of
assimilation to cover all states and territories was determined. It was also in 1961 that
the Select Committee on Voting Rights for Aborigines was set up to examine changes
to the electoral system to include Aboriginal people (Cummings, 1990, p.125). The
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first report of the committee was also presented in 1961 (Stone, 1974, 197). In 1965
the author arrived in Darwin as a Patrol Officer in Training with Welfare Branch and
has seen many of the changes described.
1.3 DEFINITION OF KEY TERMS
The terms native, Native, aborigine, Aborigine, Aboriginal, part coloureds, half castes,
full bloods were used by the press over the period under discussion. They all refer to
the Aboriginal person. Both press and government have made distinctions based on
descent. The Commonwealth Electoral Office in 1961 used the following definition:
An 'aboriginal native' is defined as a person in whom aboriginal descent predominates,
and that half-castes were not 'aboriginal natives' within the meaning of Section 127 of
the Constitution.
(Commonwealth Parliamentaiy Papers, 1961)

In this paper the term "Aboriginal" is defined in a cultural sense and includes all of the
above groups. Aboriginal people are people who consider themselves to be members of
the Aboriginal community and who are accepted by the Aboriginal community as
Aboriginal
people.
zn
Adult and continuing education includes all formal and non-formal courses, either
designed or suggested, which are intended to produce some change within the target
group. Informal education is not included, i.e., that form of education which is taking
place through general reading, television and radio and association with peer groups.
Attention is given to types (formal and non-formal, vocational and developmental) of
adult and continuing education reported to be either provided or seen to be desired.
1.4 FOCUS AND METHODOLOGY
Attitudes towards Aboriginal adult education are examined in the light of:
• an examination of the nature and functions of the press,
• traditional attitudes of the press towards Aboriginal people,
• the history of the press in the "Top End" of the Northern Territory,
• Government policies, both Federal and Northern Territory, concerning Aboriginal
people, particularly with regards to the provision of adult and continuing education,
• the influence of various power groups,
• the demographic make-up of the Northern Territory at the time,
• events concerning Aboriginal people which affected public and press opinion,
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• and the actual provision of continuing education to Aboriginal people in the
Northern Territory.
Both empiricist content analysis and qualitative methods are used.
Empiricist content analysis (is) closely related to empiricist effects studies in respect
both of underlying assumptions and research objectives. In each case, the concerns with
isolation is associated with an emphasis on quantification and measurement.
Information of this sort is not, of course, without value. But it is inadequate as a way of
dealing with the meanings transmitted or produced in media outputs, hos'ever much the
categories (within which the measurements are conducted) are multiplied or elaborated.
In dealing with meaning or significance it is not enough to conduct de- contextual ised
measurements; the context is crucial.
(Bonney and Wilson, 1984, p.17)

1. 5

DERIVED FOCUS QUESTIONS

Reflection on the above factors and discussion with adult educators at Batchelor
College, Centre for Aboriginal and Islander Studies and Nungalinya College resulted in
a number of initial focus questions for this study.
What are the major themes involving Aboriginal adult and continuing
education that appear in the newspaper?
Who is supplying the information about Aboriginal adult and
continuing education to the newspaper?
What type of information concerning Aboriginal adult and continuing
education is being supplied?
What areas of Aboriginal adult and continuing education are being dealt
with by the newspaper?
What attitudes are being expressed about Aboriginal adult and
continuing education in the newspaper?
What Aboriginal adult and continuing education methodologies are
being described by the newspaper?
In what section of the newspaper are items concerning Aboriginal adult
and continuing education found?
How do population figures affect news content?
How are the above questions affected by events of the day?
How do front page items deal with the subject of Aboriginal
adult and
tn
continuing education?
This list of questions is not categorical. Other questions which were suggested have
been excluded. The question of educational philosophy was suggested but was
excluded because of lack of relevant information supplied in the newspapers. The
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question of who it was that assessed the educational needs was also suggested but was
excluded for similar reasons. The question of gender in the field of Aboriginal adult and
continuing education was excluded on the grounds that, although interesting, its
relevance to the subject was considered by the author to be dubious.
The final choice of focus questions may be considered to be in part pragmatic, since
their choice depends on both relevance and data availability.
1.6 SCOPE OF THE STUDY
The paper deals only with one small part of those items which give an insight into
attitudes expressed by the NT News as a reflection of attitudes held by its audience,
attitudes which affect the way in which the audience of the NT News views Aboriginal
adult education, as well as all other matters concerning Aboriginal people. It is
reductionist in its approach rather than holistic. Because of its very positive nature the
field of education provides an optimistic background on which the attitudes are viewed
and so perhaps these attitudes are more positive than others expressed in the newspaper
concerning such matters as crime and land rights.
Another possible criticism which can be levelled at this paper concerns the selection of
newspaper articles which are included in the data base. Some of these are marginal
when dealing with the field of adult and continuing education. All, however, have the
term education or training included though this may only form a minor part of the
article. Many articles on land acquisition have been left out, especially for the year
1991, though many people would consider it a major education topic since it involves
both maintenance of culture and vocational training. However only items on land
acquisition and land rights which particularly mention training or education have been
included. Because of the lack of previous training opportunities for Aboriginal people
in the Northern Territory there are in some cases overlaps between secondary education
and adult education in the articles selected.
This paper is concerned directly with the identification of public opinion trends
expressed in the N.T. News towards Aboriginal Adult and Continuing Education in the
Northern Territory during the period l%l to 1991. It is questionable that the results
given in this paper can be extrapolated to the whole of the Northern Territory, much
less the whole of Australia. While similar techniques can be applied to other areas in
Australia, the author in no way suggests that similar results would be achieved in other
areas because of variables involved.
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1.7 SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY

While the report is descriptive rather than aimed at finding solutions to problems it is
hoped that trends in opinion may be revealed that could assist in either the design of
future programmes or obtaining support for desired programmes. The supporters and
conductor's of Aboriginal adult and continuing education programs depend on finance
from government and other funding bodies. If funding bodies are influenced by the
press and its audience then an understanding of how the local press acts towards the
subject of Aboriginal adult and continuing education programs may lead to more
effective use of the press in promoting Aboriginal adult and continuing education.
The study also may have some implications for the local press regarding its adherence
to the rules of journalism to which it subscribes. The Australian Journalists'
Association's code of ethics states:
They (journalists) shall not place unnecessary emphasis in gender, race, sexual
prelerence, religious belie!, marital status or physical or mental disability.

The Australian Press Council's statement of principles include:
The publication in a newspaper of matter disparaging or belittling of a group of
persons or groups in the community by references to their sex, race, nationality,
religion, colour or country of origin is a serious breach of ethical standards.
A newspaper should not, in headlines or otherwise, state the race, nationality or
religious or political views of a person suspected of a crime, or arrestcd,charged or
convicted, unless the fact is relevant.
(Australian Press Council, 1983, p.5)

1.8 OUTLINE OF THE STUDY
Chapter 1 introduces the reader to the nature and purpose of the study. It also deals
with possible limitations to the examination of material.
In chapter 2 the area of methodology is examined. It addresses in detail the selection of
news material examined, the classification of the material and the storage and retrieval
of information.
Relevant literature concerning the press is reviewed in chapter 3. It addresses such
questions as who controls the press, does the press use its powers for political
purposes, is the press controlled by its own bureaucratic nature, does the news reflect
reality, what use does the press make of images, and does the press express the popular
concepts held by the audience. It also examines the systematic racism of literature and
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the manner in which Aboriginal people are portrayed as problems. The NT News and
its relationship with the Murdoch press is also examined. In conclusion several
assumptions concerning the press and its relationship to Aboriginal people are
presented.
Chapter 4 continues the review of relevant literature, dealing specifically with
Government policy, both Federal and Northern Territory affecting the delivery of
Aboriginal adult and continuing education from 1961 to 1991 in the Northern Territory.
Particular attention is given to the present conflict arising from the National Aboriginal
Education Policy, the recommendations of the Royal Commission into Aboriginal
Deaths in Custody, and Government emphasis on Competency Based Training.
Chapter 5 presents the data for the four years under review using the categories themes,
information supplier, information provided, areas of adult education, attitudes
expressed, educational methodology, and the category of news. Trends indicated by the
figures provided are discussed, particularly in reference to the literature dealt with in
chapters 3 and 4, and the chronicle presented in appendix 1. A comparison is also made
between front page stories concerning Aboriginal adult education over the four years
and a random sample of front page stories during that time.
A summary of the study is presented in chapter 6. The chapter also examines external
and internal validity and external and internal reliability of the study. The chapter
concludes with an examination of the implications arising from the study.
Appendix 1 provides a chronicle of events which have affected Aboriginal adult and
continuing education during the period 1959 to 1991.
Appendix 2 contains selected information from the data base used in collecting and
storing information.
1.9 CHAPTER SUMMARY
This chapter outlines the study. It provides the background to the study as well as
providing definitions of key terms. It provides both focus and methodology as well as
examining focus questions.
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The next chapter examines the area of methodology. It addresses in detail the selection
of news material examined, the classification of the material and the storage and
retrieval of information.
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CHAPTER 2
DESIGN OF THE STUDY
This chapter examines the area of methodology. It addresses in detail the
selection of news material examined, the classification of the material and the
storage and retrieval of information.

2.1 SAMPLE SELECTION
Newspapers were selected randomly using a computer random number generator.
Saturday and Sunday newspapers were not selected because of their different format
and their emphasis on sport, entertainment and advertising.
Since in 1961 the NT News was only published three times a week the following
editions were selected.
Tue. newspaper in weeks 12, 14, 22, 25, 30, 31, 32, 33, 37, 42, 44, 45, 47, 49, 50.
Thu. newspaper in weeks 1,2,4, 5,8, 10, 14, 21, 23, 28, 36. 39, 40, 47, 51.
The following editions of the local Darwin newspaper were examined for the years
1971, 1981, 1991 (a total of one hundred and twenty newspapers).
Mon. newspaper in weeks 5, 10, 11, 15, 20, 38.
Tue. newspaper in weeks 9, 14, 23, 26, 29, 39.
Wed. newspaper in weeks 4, 12, 28, 31, 35, 49.
Thu. newspaper in weeks 7, 17, 23, 42 44, 48.
,

Fri. newspaper in weeks 6, 30, 33, 37, 45, 51.
All news sections of each newspaper were searched for the following descriptors:
educat? OR learn? OR teach? OR train? OR vocational OR development
AND
Aborig? OR native
AND
adult OR continuing OR community
The sports' section, classified advertising section and comic section were not
examined. Thus such items as the comic strip "Bunji" and various items on Aboriginal
sport are not included.
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Where a relevant descriptor was found the item was listed in one of the following
categories.
Advertisement
Editorial
Feature articles
Letters to the editor
Objective news.
The sample resulted in a total of fifty articles, i.e. approximately twelve articles for each
of the four years studied. This was considered to be an insufficient sample on which to
determine trends. In coming to this conclusion attention was given only to the number
of articles, not to the content of each article. A second random sample using the same
techniques but eliminating those numbers already selected was conducted providing
additional newspapers to be studied for the years 1971, 1981 and 1991. The amended
list is as follows:
Mon. newspaper in weeks 5, 10, 11, 15, 20, 34, 38, 42.
Tue. newspaper in weeks 6, 8, 9, 14, 23, 26, 29, 39.
Wed. newspaper in weeks 4, 12, 22, 28, 31, 35, 37, 49.
Thu. newspaper in weeks 7, 12, 14, 17, 23, 42 44, 48.
,

Fri. newspaper in weeks 6, 22, 30, 33, 37, 42, 45, 51.
The amended 1961 list is as follows:
Tue. newspaper in weeks 2, 12, 14, 22, 23, 25, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 37, 38, 41, 42,
44, 45, 47, 49, 50.
Thu. newspaper in weeks 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 14, 21, 23, 28, 30, 36. 39, 40, 42,
47, 48, 51.
This increased the number of newspapers studied from one hundred and twenty to one
hundred and sixty. From these newspapers seventy two articles were collected. These
were distributed as follows:
Year

Number

1961

18

1971

18

1981

11

1991

25
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2.2 COLLECTION AND STORAGE OF DATA
All information obtained from the 1'1I' News was stored on a computer data base. While
initial collection of material and entry of material into the data base was slow, it
allowed relatively quick access to information, especially when searching for specific
categories and time frames. An example of the method of data recording and retrieval is
shown in figure 2.1.
Fig. 2.1
Examule of the method of data recording and retrieval
items appearw tk Me B T.iIews wklck lLI wltk AN

eftcatiox Iumg t1ke ytars 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991
lotex

Red1iM

3
Pkge
NT rifts over nttives Herney

7

Date

2-16-61

-

coatext

Bill Hniey said that pastot1ists c]iined that welfare officers were taking valoalle ]bour away and
feeding then at government expense on settleiaents Describes low or no pay by stations and the lrLet]lod
of bein'pv down the creek", a ban. on elap]oviaent and living area. for woricer and family.

Chtgor-y

News

Tlke3ae 1

Rasm

Tht 2

Enip1oiaent

Lgtk of ite3a

Large

Tbt 3
hforatioR

supplier Pament person
SIjpII,I Need
Area of Edcatio
Not descrthed
Atti1& exprtssel
Positive
Metbolology
Not descri1e1

hforatioR

Throughout the study reference is made to the news items by item number. These
items are located in Appendix 2, "Selected data concerning items taken from the
'Filemaker Pro' data base", on pages 88 to 123 of this report.
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Each item dealing with Aboriginal adult and continuing education was examined using
the following derived focus questions given in section 1.5 of the study:
2.2.1 Themes
As the news items were collected a series of themes appeared to run through them.
Themes relevant to the study of Aboriginal adult and continuing education were
selected by the author from each item and those considered not relevant to the study
were rejected. The following example demonstrates the process. The headline of item
no. 16 is "Maningrida para tests". The item states that a six acre block wass to be
planted with para grass in an attempt to build up a cattle industry for the Aboriginal
people at Maningrida. It is possible that the major themes being expressed to the
readers of the N.T. News, particularly rural readers, were the the use of para grass as a
fodder crop, and its use in tropical areas. Thus the major key words for certain readers
were "para grass" and "Maningrida". These themes were rejected by the author since
they were not directly related to Aboriginal adult and continuing education. The
relevant important theme was the development and implementation of an education
program for Aboriginal people. The theme thus selected was "conducting education
program".
After examining all items the author found the list of themes to be excessively bulky.
He therefore combined relevant themes in order to produce a more workable list. Thus
"paternalism" and "racism" were combined. The themes of complaints about
Aboriginal alcoholism, and the provision of alcohol counselling were brought together
under the theme of "alcohol related".
These themes are included in the data base and marked where relevant for each news
item. The following themes, listed in alphabetical order, are included.
Alcohol related
assimilation
assumed preferential treatment for Aboriginal people
community development
conducting education programs
conference report
criticism of what has been done
cross cultural education
culture maintenance
demonstration of culture
Aboriginal people as problems
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description of training schemes
destruction of culture
employment
funding
health
in defence of Aboriginal people
integration
land rights
public inquiries into Aboriginal education
racism
religious emphasis
self determination
traditional arts
using Aboriginal matters for political advantage
voting rights.
2.2.2

Who is providing information (information supplier)

The following categories in alphabetical order are used:
church rep (includes Mission representatives and Church representatives of all faiths
and denominations).
citizen
editor
education body
government rep (includes all government representatives except politicians).
politician
prominent Aboriginal person
Support group (includes both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal support groups).
2.2.3 What is being reported (information provided)
Need
planning
implementation
results.
2.2.4 Areas of Adult Education
The National Report of the Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in
Custody (Vol 4, 333.12) lists a strong demand for Aboriginal adult education in
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New South Wales in five broad areas in research conducted by Dr Griff Foley
and Rick Flowers.
Adult basic education
community development
community organisation and small business administration
employment and enterprise development
trades and other technical skills.
In addition Commissioner Johnston (33.4.12) points to the need for
maintenance of culture and historical identity.
These six items are examined independently from other areas of Aboriginal and
continuing education described.
Other areas of education are examined in part b of this section. They include
Christianisation
conferences
cross cultural
culture clash
culture demonstration
enforced
formal
health education
not identified.
2.2.5 The attitude expressed in the newspaper about the proposal
Three categories were used:
negative, e.g. "the misuse of tennis balls and the consequent degradation of the
population must stop. An education programme ....",
neutral, e.g. "a course entitled The use of tennis balls' will be conducted

....",

and positive, e.g. "A course designed to help the community in developing tennis ball
skills will be held

...".

2.2.6 Methodology
This section examines teaching methods used. These include:
Aboriginal learning styles
audio-visual
committee
cross cultural
demonstration of culture
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evangelism
formal
lecture
non formal
not given
on the job
two way learning.
2.2.7

Category of news

News item
article (signed)
editorial
letter to editor
advertisement
2.2.8 An examination of population figures
The population figures are particularly relevant since they indicate the Aboriginal
population's role as part of the market of the NT News and also the visibility of
Aboriginal people to the market of the NT News, and hence its news value.
2.2.9 An examination of the articles in the light of events of the
day
This examination takes into account the nature of newspapers in general and the NT
News in particular, government policy, both Federal and Northern Territory concerning
Aboriginal people and Aboriginal adult education, the influence of other power groups,
and an examination of Aboriginal adult education taking place at the time.
No attempt is made to check on follow up of news items because of the nature of the
random sample. Any follow up of particular programmes is coincidental.
2.2.10 An examination of front page items
Because of the small number it is not appropriate to examine them for each of the
relevant years. They are therefore examined together and compared with the contents of
a random sample of front pages of the NT News. Three front page news items were
selected randomly from the following newspapers also selected randomly.
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The random samples were obtained by using a computer random number generator.
1961,Tue, week 10
1971, Fri. week 32
1981, Wed, week 1
1991, Thu,

week 43

2.3 CHAPTER SUMMARY
This chapter has examined the area of methodology. It addressed in detail the
selection of news material examined the classification of the material and the
storage and retrieval of information.
The next chapter reviews the relevant literature concerning the press. It addresses
such questions as who controls the press, does the press use its powers for
political purposes, is the press controlled by its own bureaucratic nature, does
the news reflect reality, what use does the press make of images, and does the
press express the popular concepts held by the audience. It also examines the
systematic racism of literature and the manner in which Aboriginal people are
portrayed as problems. The NT News and its relationship with the Murdoch
press is also examined. In conclusion several assumptions concerning the press
and its relationship to Aboriginal people are presented.
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CHAPTER 3
LITERATURE REVIEW PART 1
THE PRESS
This chapter reviews the relevant literature concerning the press. It addresses such
questions as who controls the press, does the press use its powers for political
purposes, is the press controlled by its own bureaucratic nature, does the news reflect
reality, what use does the press make of images, and does the press express the popular
concepts held by the audience. It also examines the systematic racism of literature and
the manner in which Aboriginal people are portrayed as problems. The NT News and
its relationship with the Murdoch press is also examined.
Several assumptions, drawn from the readings concerning the press and its relationship
to Aboriginal people, are presented. These assumptions operate within the notion of
media and are related to newspaper control, content, advertising, the reading public,
self images, content acceptability, symbols and stereotypes. They are directly related to
the topic under discussion, that is, the identification of public opinion trends expressed
in the N.T. News towards Aboriginal Adult and Continuing Education in the Northern
Territory during the period 1961 to 1991. They are presented in order to assist in the
discussion conducted in chapter 6.

3.1 THE PRESS, HOW IT WORKS
3.1.1 Who controls the press?
The success of a newspaper is dependent on its audience. It is also dependent on its
advertisers who in turn only patronise a newspaper if it is distributing advertising
material to the greatest number of potential customers. It is therefore only within the
framework of a 'happy' audience, a group of 'happy' advertisers, and, to a lesser
extent, a 'happy' staff, that the proprietor can successfully influence the press.
Those who subscribe to the manipulative model of the press (Windschuttle, 1989,
p.263) see the press acting in the direct interests of the proprietors. This view is held by
many both within the press and outside the press and has been expressed over many
years.
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Over sixty years ago Hannen Swaffer, a British journalist, stated that freedom of the
press was 'freedom to print such of the proprietor's prejudices as the advertisers don't
object to." (Bowman, 1988, p.69)
Ita Buttrose, well known editor of the Womens Weekly wrote in her autobiography
You are mistaken if you believe an editor produces the kind of publication he or she
wants. You produce the kind of publication the boss wants. If you're lucky you can
occasionally sneak in one or two things you think are good without upsetting your
employer and/or his political pals of the moment.
(Bowman. 1988, p.141)

Bowman (1988, p.65) expanded on this view.
The commonest charactenstic of newspaper propnetors everywhere has always been their
belief in the divine right of proprietors.

Rupert Murdoch, proprietor of News Ltd., did not attempt to disagree concerning a
proprietor's input into the newspaper. In the Arthur Norman Smith Memorial lecture
given in 1972 he said
Do I intervene? Of course I intervene. ... a publisher cannot abdicate his responsibilities
to an editor.
(ibid., plO0)

Manipulation by the proprietor does take place. Murdoch's intervention into editorial
policy and newspaper content with regard to the Australian during 1975 provides an
example. It also, however, demonstrates the peril which a newspaper proprietor faces if
he initiates such action. Following continued attacks initiated by Murdoch on the
Australian Labor Party in the Australian and a consequent strike by journalists, average
sales per issue fell from 153,000 in 1974 to 145,000 in 1975, 126,000 in 1976 and
110,000 in 1978. The drop in sales is attributed to Murdoch's
intervention.(Windschuttle, 1989, p.44; Bonney and Wilson, 1983, p.116)
3.1.2 The Press and Politics
The newspaper proprietor is a participant in the political system. Touchman (1978,
pp.12-14.) sees the function of the press as supporting the political system because the
corporate press is a part of the ruling class.
Professionalism serves organisational interests by reaffirming the institutional process in
which newswork is embedded. ... The web of facticity legitimates the status quo.
Routine news practices constitute news as an ideology a means not to know, a means
to obfuscate and SC) to legitimate the intertwining of political and corporate activity.
-

ii;
The news organisation reinforces the political status of a nation. It provides
a broad but selective interpretation of society through a mediating ideology. This
ideology is a powerful one because it has the ability to define what is news and what is
not, that is, what is brought to public attention and what is suppressed. ... The crucial
assumption made by the media is that modern capitalist society is constructed on a
consensus.
The ideological consensus model portrays news as a form of mystification
that is directly functional to the ruling class.
(Windschuttle, 1989 pp.270-273)
...

3.1.3 The bureaucratic nature of the press
The news content is created through a complicated relationship between news makers,
the press, the marketplace (advertisers) and the readers. Much of the news is created by
a group of newsmakers who provide the press with pre-packaged news. The position
of newsmaker is dependent on being able to meet the bureaucratic needs of the
newspaper and being able to reflect favourably the self image of the readers.
It is widely contended that the nature of the media is determined largely by its own
bureaucratic structure (Tuchman, 1978, p.82; Windschuttle, 1989, pp. 265, 267;
Baker, 1980, pp. 139, 144). News can be seen as a manufactured, continuous flow of
material obtained from predictable sources which is required to fill a specific amount of
space (either page space with regard the print media, or time in the case of the electronic
media) and to meet deadlines.
Baker further emphasises this point in his article "The Gatekeeper Chain: A Two-Step
Analysis of How Journalists Acquire and Apply Organizational News Priorities"
(1980, p.157). He describes the news gathering process as being maintained by a
series of gatekeepers, each of which allows or disallows news stories to pass onto the
next gatekeeper. Each gate keeper maintains the position by allowing material which fits
into that category seen by the news organisation as news to pass onto a more significant
gate (p.155).
The bureaucratic nature of the press leads to institutionalised racial stereotyping.
Johnston in the National Report on the Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in
Custody (12.6.7) states
Racial stereotyping and racism in the media is institutional, not individual. That is, it
results from news values, editorial policies, from routines of news gathering that are not
themselves racist or consciously prejudicial. It results from the fact that most news
stories are already written before an individual journalist is assigned to them, even
before the event takes place. A story featuring Aboriginals is simply more likely to be
covered, or more likely to survive sub-editorial revision or spiking, if it fits existing
definitions of the situation.
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News is manufactured. It is often supplied by recognised newsmakers who help to
determine what is news. A survey conducted over a three day period by Baker (2,
1980, p.160) examined the numbers of names mentioned in all stories filed to a
particular newsroom. These names were then divided into two categories. Primary
news figures (newsmakers) were reported for what they said, they in fact helped to
determine what was news. The unknown group whose opinions were not reported
were generally the end result of a story, e.g. violence, an accident and crime. The
results are given in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1

-

Information from Drimary figures and unknowns
Primary figures

Unknowns

Day I

82.5%

17.5%

Day 2

73.6%

26.4%

Dav3

87.117c

12.917c

Both of these views are affirmed by a General Reporter for a capital city daily

-

I tend to think there's two groups you write for. And at different times, you know.
There's two groups. I think that the main group you write for is in fact the back desk
(Editor, Chief Sub-Editor, Copytaster). You write in a way that your story will be
acceptable to them. The second group you write for are in fact the people who gave you
the information who are most directly affected. But the main thing is that you are writing
for the back desk and you are wntlng in a way that your story, will get the best run.
(Baker, 1980, pp. 144)

3.1.4 The news as reality
It is not necessary that the press reflect reality. The reading public accepts and even
expects the news as reported by the press to be inaccurate.
There is a major discrepancy in the way in which the news is viewed as reality. Those
who would subscribe to the free market model of news would see news as being both
objective and true (Windschuttle, 1989, pp.261-262) and this is what the press would
have the public believe.
The news has to be reported as

it

happens, accurately and without fear or favour.
(Alcorta, 1992,22)

This faith in accuracy and objectivity is not shared by the public. In a poll conducted by
the Age (ref. no 12) in February 1974 the following question was asked:
How much faith do you have in newspapers?
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The results were as follows:
Great deal 4%, some faith 42%, not very much faith 41%, no faith at all 13%, don"t
know 1%. (Mayer et.al., 1983, p.187)
Similar figures are reported in respect to the American audience by Fink (1988 p.59).
Results of polls conducted by Ogilvy & Mather Aust. Pty. Ltd. in September 1976 (ref.
LP. 6) and November 1977 (ref. LP.16) show that newspapers and magazines are the
least reliable forms of media. Table 3.2 represents results of a survey in which the
public was asked which was the most accurate medium. Newspapers and magazines
are at the bottom of the list.
Table 3.2

-

Most reliable form of media.
Sep 76

Nov 77

LP. 6

LP. 16

television

397

35.

ndio

17

26

newspapers

16

13

8

8

19

15

1

3

magazines
none
don't know

(Mayer et.al., 1983, p.187)
These results are similar to those obtained in a series of polls conducted by the
Australian Broadcasting Control Board between 1868 and 1970 where newspapers
were shown to be the least reliable source of information. The public was asked which
of the media was least believable. The results are given in Table 3.3.
Table 3.3 -Least reliable sources of information

newspapers

Syd

Melb

Syd

Meib

Adel

Syd

1968

1968

1969

1969

1969

1970

55%

31%

62%

43%

36%

60%

radio

7

11

6

11

4

3

television

3

3

2

4

3

3

magazines

32

49

22

30

34

19

3

6

8

12

23

15

don't know

(Mayer et.al.. 1983, p.187)
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It would appear that while not all news must reflect reality, the news must not cast a
poor reflection on the reader. This is demonstrated by sales of the Australian following
Murdoch's intervention and censorship against Whitlam's Labor Government in 1975.
(Windschuttle, 1989, p.44; Bonney and Wilson, 1983, p.11 )

3.1.5 The news as image
The news is presented as a series of symbols or stereotypes which take up little space
and are easily absorbed by the audience. These symbols do not present the underlying
abstract argument on which the news is based nor do they challenge the self image of
the audience.
Those groups which receive poor coverage by the press, e.g. criminals. Aboriginal
people, youth, are not considered to be part of the audience (though they may be
considered as part of a future audience), either by the press or the majority of readers.
News is presented by newspapers to its reading public as a series of images, symbols,
icons or typifications. (Goldiust, 1980, p.80; Bensman and Lilienfeld, 1973, p.209).
Such according to McGregor is the requirements of the audience of the press.
But certainly the present age prefers the image to the thing, the copy to the original,
representation to reality, appearance to essence
For in these days illusion only is
sacred, truth profane.
(Feuerba4h, quoted in McGregor, 1987)

Goldiust contends that within the role of the media to construct social reality maximum
use of symbolism is made in disseminating the messages.
The media are also constrained as a means of communication by their one way nature.
Although
Zn attempts are made to circumvent this difficulty through the "Letters to the
Editor" column, by the time these letters are printed the news to which they refer is out
of date. Because of this difficulty in communication it follows that the use of symbols,
images and typifications are more easily presented by the media than abstract
discussion.
These images are enforced by newspapers because the news industry is geared to
deadlines (Touchman, 1978, p.82), the content is restricted by the size of the
newspaper, and, because of the manner in which newspapers are often "scanned"
rather than read, the public is seen as desiring such images.
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These images reinforce the view or understanding the readers have of their everyday
world, and events occuning within that world. They also
"fill out" their understandings of both specific events and abstract ideas that are relevant
but peripheral to their everyday world.
(Goldlust, 1980, p.80)

In the matter of race relations in England, Maddy (1975) argues that any reporting in
the media is largely a "ritual" for whites which is based on the hypothesis of the
dominance of the Anglo European heritage over black and over nature. It could be
expected that any images, symbols or typifications of non-whites in Australia would
conform to the above ritual. The sample examined in this study shows this to be the
case. The following examples of symbols, images and icons describing Aboriginal
people and Aboriginal matters in headlines in the sample are followed by news item
number.
Native drink (item 2)
Bishop with 150 wives tamed Bathurst Is. (item 7)
Native vote (item 11)
Mixed bloods (item 15)
Forged "Namatjiras" peddled to unwary buyers (item 17)
"Gurindjis" would take up arms (item 24)
Health facilities shock doctor (item 34)
Bamyili Council financial "crisis" (item 41)
Welfare money (item 46)
Aboriginal plight (item 48)
Racism genocidal (item 49)
Aboriginal quid (item 56)
Paradise gone wild (item 59)
Booze funds (item 71)
Black deaths (item 72)
The 'us/them' dichotomy presented by the press should not in any way interfere with
the reader's self image. The use of symbol as a problem of omission can do much to
protect the reader. In dealing with the reporting of crime, especially among working
class youth, Aborigines and other ethnic minorities.
Windschuttle (1989, p.297) sees the problem in this way:
we can recognise that news about crime studiously avoids the main issue. The existence
of crime is never seen as a failure of society nor a sign that indicates the need for social
change. There is never the suggestion that we, the innocent bear any responsibility. It is
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by the process of omission, this big silence, that news about crime serves conservative
functions. This selective endorsement of genuine popular concerns thus underpins the
power of existing authority.

Photographs provide an excellent example of the use of icons.
Newspaper narratives and photographs often contribute to effectively racist and sexist
constitutions and positionings of Aboriginal women while at the same time
(so that they)
can be
marginalising the politicality of many of their activities
acceptably presented to a presumably apolitical and liberal democratic newspaper
audience in 'sensible' and non disruptive ways.
(Greenfield and Williams, 1987, p.77)
...

...

-

3.1.6 Does the press express the popular concepts held by the audience?
The press reflects the self image held by the audience which to a certain extent has been
created by the press and its advertisers.
In reflecting the self image held by the audience the press also reflects public opinion
trends. Because of its simplistic presentation through the use of symbols the press
reinforces public opinion.
The term, popular concepts, is used in this case as a generic term rather than as a
specific. It includes such terms used by various authors as public opinion, prevailing
social attitudes, the public agenda and public consciousness. Popular concepts can be
described in terms similar to those used by Rubin(1978, p.15) when describing public
opinion. It is
the label given to rallied attitudes directed for a brief time in the shape of a coherent
idea or concept. Often it has no direct target, no apparent concrete goal.

According to the free market model of the press, the media provides its audience with
an objective body of truth. It satisfies its audience for news. A major problem then
arises as to what pieces of objective truth are included and what pieces are left out. The
free model market intimates that in satisfying the audience it provides what the audience
wants (Windschuttle, 1989, pp.261-262).
In the Northern Territory setting Frank Alcorta's (1992) headline "News a mirror of
our society" indicates that the press does express the popular concepts held by the
audience. He states that "in a relatively small and changing market like the Territory, a
refusal to accommodate to new currents or demands can be suicidal." He also states that
"the newspaper must remain true to its principles." Alcorta does not elaborate as to who
sets these principles, whether it be the audience, the editorial staff, or the proprietor.
Alcorta's views appear to be in line with the free market model.
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Klineberg (1974) agrees in part with the free market model. He believes that the media
present the consequences of prevailing social attitudes. He also believes however that
the media are the causes of as well as the consequences of prevailing social attitudes.
Gadir (1982, p.15) agrees on the interdependence of public agenda and media agenda.
Over time the public agenda will tend to approximate the media agenda, a commonality
of issue priorities which is a function of socio-cultural similarities between the public
and media gatekeepers, as well as a function of their mutual dependencies.

The Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody (28.1.6) stresses the
influence the press has on popular concepts held by its audience.
The media is a principal source of information for the public, and is generally considered
to play an important part in forming or at least influencing public consciousness and
public opinion.
-

-

The Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody (12.6.2) also suggests how
the media influences public attitudes.
The media to a large extent, by providing the broader context, sets the agenda. It may
not tell us what to think, but it does set the parameters of what we think about.

3.2 RACE AND THE PRESS
3.2.1 The systematic racism of literature
The world of knowledge, literature and scholasticism, controlled and disseminated
through a world library system, acts as though, and appears as though it were racist.
Racism can be considered as institutional in the fields of academic research. The press
is part of the system of knowledge as well as one of the world library system's major
clients and so reflects institutional racism.
The press provides but one method of dissemination of information to the public. It
could be classified as one of the forms of literature through which knowledge is passed
on. The dissemination of literature is, like the gate-keeper system previously described,
controlled by sets of rules or terms, often unquestionably accepted by scholars. The
"rules are laid down in most cases by the Library of Congress Subject Headings list
which dictates the manner in which information shall be sought.
Heather Moorcroft (1992) considers the LCSH as well as other headings
In lists (LASH
and ASCIS) to be racist in application, if not intent. Common terms used in the
Aboriginal struggle for self determination are absent, e.g. land rights does not appear as
a key word but is to be found under ABORIGINES, AUSTRALIAN

-

LAND
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TENURE. There are one hundred and seventy two entries listed under ABORIGINES,
AUSTRALIAN

-

LAND TENURE in the Northern Territory Education Library

catalogue. Of these sixty six contain the words "land rights" in either title or author's
name, e.g. "Aboriginal Land Rights Commission". None of the entries contain the
words "land tenure" in either author or title.
Moorcroft has found that value laden terms are prevalent, e.g. MIXED BLOOD refers
to Aboriginal / Celtic or Aboriginal / Chinese, but not Swedish I Greek. The word
PRIMITIVE refers to Aboriginal law. Selective key words (those not prejudicial to the
dominant group) are used which either hide information, racially isolate a group or
person, or neutralise the subject, e.g. the book "Aboriginal adolescence: maidenhood in
an Australian community" cannot be found under ADOLESCENCE but rather
ABORIGINES, AUSTRALIAN SOCIAL LIFE AND CUSTOMS. Bernard Smith's
-

1980 Boyer lecture, published as "The Spectre of Truganini" which deals with acts of
genocide does not have a GENOCIDE subject heading but rather:
ABORIGINES, AUSTRALIAN
ABORIGINES, AUSTRALIAN TREATMENT
-

ABORIGINES, AUSTRALIAN LAND TENURE
-

AUSTRALIA CIVILIZATION
-

Whether or not there is intended racism in the way in which headings are determined is
irrelevant. What is relevant is the fact that the world of knowledge, literature and
scholasticism, controlled and disseminated through a world library system, acts as
though, and appears as though it were racist. The press can be considered part of the
system as well as one of the system's major clients. Therefore just as racism can be
considered institutional in the fields of research, so
racial stereotyping and racism in the media is institutional, not individual.
(Johnston, 1991,12-6-7)

3.2.2 Aboriginal People as Problems
The problem of relations between the press and the Aboriginal community lies in press
content and selection of content rather than amount published. Aboriginal people are
treated as a problem external to the newspaper audience rather than as an integral part of
Australian society.
The major way in which institutional racism is demonstrated in the press is by the
insistence of press, and in consequence, the audience, of viewing Aboriginal people
and Aboriginal events as problems external to the general society rather than as an
integral part of that society.
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Phillipps and Phillipps (1987, p.383)emphasise this point.
Australian newspaper accounts mentioning Aborigines inevitably focus on the problems
squalid housing, high infant mortality, adults dying on average at 50, much higher
than average imprisonment rates, drunkenness, stalled progress in the battle for land
rights, and more.
-

Phillipps and Phillipps (p.397) also state that
Our sample of the press suggests that there is much more concentration on Aboriginal
problems than on constructive ideas for solutions.

Thus Aboriginal alcohol problems are not related to general alcohol problems,
community substance abuse, the economics of the alcohol industry, the lack of housing
and so the visibility of drinkers, or unemployment, but rather to an external problem
considered by the press and its audience as being unique to the Aboriginal people.
Aboriginal people are well aware of the use by the press of this method of
representation of themselves. Johnston in the National Report of the Royal
Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody (1991, Vol.2, p.57) stated that
my own discussions with Aboriginal people, reports to me from other Commissioners
and the information coming from AIUs and all regions certainly indicate that Aboriginal
people had, and continue to have, an extremely negative view of the functioning of the
media as a whole. Their view was that Aboriginal people were presented as problems.

In the field of education one would expect there to be a large number of supporting and
positive items in the press. Such a supposition is based on the very positive nature of
education. The aim of education was and is seen by many as a method of imposing on
the minority the views and lifestyle of the majority. Such aims could be expected to be
condoned by the media audience and the press.
This positive view is not reflected in the press. Figures from the current sample are
similar to those of Phillipps and Phillipps. Of the seventy two items thirty two
presented the Aboriginal people as problems. Seventeen items attempted to provide
positive statements on Aboriginal adult and continuing education.
The types of problems and news item numbers are:
Primitive society 1, 7, 59,
-

Alcohol 2, 64, 68, 71
-

Employment -3, 62,
Voting and political representation 11, 12, 15, 26,
Forged art 17
-

-

Aboriginal people advantaged 19, 21, 31,
-
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Violence 24
-

Health 25, 34, 40, 42, 57,
-

Community development 38,46,
-

Economic ignorance 41,
-

Education -45
Racism 48, 49, 50, 51, 52,
-

Prevention of progress 56
-

The way in which Aboriginal people and events are treated as problems is common in
the world press. Hartmann and Husband see this as an integral part of the way the
press treats race.
Coloured people have not on the whole been portrayed as an integral part of British
society. Instead the press has continued to project an image of Britain as a white society
in which the coloured population is seen as some kind of aberration, a problem, or just
an oddity, rather than 'belonging' to the society.
(Halloran, 1974, p.28)

Halloran (1974, p30) emphasises this relationship between institutionalised racism
within the press and the presentation of 'coloured people' as a problem or threat.
It is clear then that the news media in general not only reflect public consciousness on
matters of race and colour but also play an important part in shaping that
consciousness. Although there is no direct denial of egalitarian values in fact such
values are overtly supported news coverage tends to present a picture of coloured
people as a threat or a problem. On the whole there is little doubt that media coverage is
more conducive to hostility than to harmony.
-

-

3.3 NT NEWS AND THE MURDOCH PRESS
The amount of space given to Aboriginal matters in the NT News reflects readership
numbers.
The reputation of the NT News is not particularly good. It has at various times been
described as parochial, racist and politically oriented towards the right. Senator Bob
Collins (NT) at the Darwin Press Club on 31 October 1991 described the NT News as
the worst city paper in Australia (ABC News, 1 November 1991).
The NT News was purchased by News Corporation in 1960. News Corporation is
controlled by Rupert Murdoch (41%) (Windschuttle 1989 p.85). Windschuttle (p.43)
describes Murdoch's association with the press as follows:
Murdoch"s reputation for business acumen should be confined strictly to the ability to
put together the large financial packages that have enabled him to make the large
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takeover bids he has won. As a publisher, his track record deserves to be seen as
mediocre, the simple reworking of outdated formats, and, where this has failed, the
aping of others.

Bonny and Wilson agree with the sentiments expressed by Windschuttle (p.101) and
also describe his tactics as dictatorial. (p.121) Murdoch himself does not disagree with
the notion of being dictatorial. He said in the Arthur Norman Smith Memorial lecture
given in 1972 that it was his responsibility as a publisher to intervene in the running of
his newspapers (Bowman, 1988, p.100).
Darwin political journalist, Frank Alcorta (1992) denies that Murdoch interferes with
the running of the Northern Territory News.
The popular conspiracy theory that the "Murdoch Press" somehow takes editorial orders
from above, presumably from Mr Rupert Murdoch himself, is nonsense. Various
newspapers in the News Corp chain often reflect an enormously diverse range of
opinions in their leader columns.

Perhaps the lack of intervention indicates the lack of importance placed by Murdoch on
the NT News.
The NT News reaches about 65% of the population of Darwin and surrounding areas
each day (approx.45500 people). Aboriginal and Islander people make up approx 8%
of the Darwin / Palmerston population. (Bureau of Statistics figures 1986). No formal
study concerning Aboriginal readership of newspapers in Darwin has been undertaken,
however, an informal study (conducted by the author) of some of the Aboriginal people
at the Centre for Aboriginal and Islander Studies at the Northern Territory University
indicates that approximately 50% had read a newspaper in the last two days. It can be
assumed that in the wider less educated community the percentage of readers would be
less. Fink (1988, p.117) describes a similar situation regarding black readership in US
big cities following a survey conducted in 1979.
If one surmises that 40% of Aboriginal people in the Darwin area read the N.T. News
each day, Aboriginal people would comprise approximately 3.2% of NT News
readership.
The lack of attention given to Aboriginal matters by the NT News is demonstrated in a
list of major news items from 1952 to 1992 in the "Northern Territory News 40th
Birthday Supplement" of 13 February listed below. Of the eighteen photographs
entitled "Down Memory Lane" (excluding the section devoted to NT News and staff)
featured in the same supplement none involve Aboriginal people.

The following items were considered major events in the supplement.
Table 3.4

-

Major news items 1952 to 1992

TOPIC

NO. OF ITEMS

Politicians and political events

26

Disastei-s

22

Local events

21

Primary industries and economic matters

21

Crime

16

Prominent people

15

Uibour and unions

10

"Northern Territory News"

9

Defence and refugees

7

Aboriginal matters

7

TOTAL

154

Topics covered when dealing with Aboriginal matters included:
Production of the film Jedda (1953)
Death of Albert Namatjera (1959)
Average wage was $33.40 a week, however, Aboriginal station workers received only
$4a week(1961)
Aboriginal land rights and the Gove land rights case (1971)
NT new criminal code criticised as targeting Aborigines (1983)
Pope calls for full and immediate recognition of Aboriginal land rights (1986)
Tiwi Island population in shock alter boating accident (1990)
The figure of 4.5% of news concerning Aboriginal matters over the forty years is
similar to that provided by Allen (1972) for the year 1972. In providing information of
the contents of the NT News for that year the following figures concerning Aborigines
are given:
Front page 3%
-

Other pages 3%
-

Editorials -9%
Letters to the editor 9%
-
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Yet if the NT News reflects the views of its readers and also provides appropriate news
space, then the amount of space given to Aboriginal matters reflects readership
numbers. The problem of relations between the press and the Aboriginal community
lies in press content and selection of content rather than amount published.
3.4 ASSUMPTIONS CONCERNING THE PRESS
The success of a newspaper is dependent on its audience. It is also dependent on its
advertisers who in turn only patronise a newspaper if it is distributing advertising
material to the greatest number of potential customers. It is therefore only within the
framework of a 'happy' audience, a group of 'happy' advertisers, and, to a lesser
extent, a 'happy' staff, that the proprietor can successfully influence the press.
The news content is created through a complicated relationship between news makers,
the press, the marketplace (advertisers) and the readers. Much of the news is created by
a group of newsmakers who provide the press with pre-packaged news. The position
of newsmaker is dependent on being able to meet the bureaucratic needs of the
newspaper and being able to favourably reflect the self image of the readers.
It is not necessary that the press reflect reality. The reading public accepts and even
expects the news as reported by the press to be inaccurate.
The news is presented as a series of symbols or stereotypes which take up little space
and are easily absorbed by the audience. These symbols do not present the underlying
abstract argument on which the news is based nor do they challenge the self image of
the audience.
The press reflects the self image held by the audience which to a certain extent has been
created by the press and its advertisers.
In reflecting the self image held by the audience the press also reflects public opinion
trends. Because of its simplistic presentation through the use of symbols the press
reinforces public opinion.
Those groups which receive poor coverage by the press, e.g. criminals, Aboriginal
people, youth, are not considered to be part of the audience (though they may be
considered as part of a future audience), either by the press or the majority of readers.
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The world of knowledge, literature and scholasticism, controlled and disseminated
through a world library system, acts as though, and appears as though it were racist,
and therefore racism can be considered as institutional in the fields of academic
research. The press is part of the system of knowledge as well as one of the world
library system's major clients and so reflects institutional racism.
Aboriginal discontent lies in press content and selection of content rather than amount
published. Aboriginal people are treated as a problem, separate from and excluded from
the world of the newspaper consumer.
The amount of space given to Aboriginal matters in the NT News reflects readership
numbers.
3.5

CHAPTER SUMMARY

This chapter reviewed the relevant literature concerning the press. It addressed such
questions as who controls the press, does the press use its powers for political
purposes, is the press controlled by its own bureaucratic nature, does the news reflect
reality, what use does the press make of images, and does the press express the popular
concepts held by the audience. It also examined the systematic racism of literature and
the manner in which Aboriginal people are portrayed as problems. The NT News and
its relationship with the Murdoch press was also examined. In conclusion several
assumptions concerning the press and its relationship to Aboriginal people were
presented.
The next chapter continues the review of relevant literature, dealing specifically with
Government policy, both Federal and Northern Territory affecting the delivery of
Aboriginal adult and continuing education from 1961 to 1991 in the Northern Territory.
Particular attention is given to the present conflict arising from the National Aboriginal
Education Policy, the recommendations of the Royal Commission into Aboriginal
Deaths in Custody, and Government emphasis on Competency Based Training.
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-
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CHAPTER 4
LITERATURE REVIEW PART 2
GOVERNMENT POLICY AND ABORIGINAL ADULT EDUCATION
This chapter continues the review of relevant literature, dealing specifically with
Government policy, both Federal and Northern Territory, affecting the delivery of
Aboriginal adult and continuing education from 1961 to 1991 in the Northern Territory.
Particular attention is given to the present apparent conflict arising from the National
Aboriginal Education Policy, the recommendations of the Royal Commission into
Aboriginal Deaths in Custody, and Government emphasis on Competency Based
Training.
4.1 NINETEEN SIXTY ONE
The attitudes expressed in the NT News towards Aboriginal adult education in 1961
should be viewed in the light of both the integration policy held until 1961, and the
assimilation policy held by the government after that time. Because of the gradual
nature of the change these two policies are often considered to be one and the same and
are referred to as the assimilationist period, being the years between 1950 and 1972
(Willis, 1985, p.46). The author however sees a distinct movement from the policy of
the intentional removal of Aboriginal culture towards an acceptance (though somewhat
reluctant) of Aboriginal culture.
The policy of integration was recommended by A.P. Elkin (1937, p. 472) and accepted
by the Commonwealth Government in an attempt to break away from the protectionist

-

restrictionist policy. The aim was to integrate Aboriginal people into the non-Aboriginal
community.
Education must aim at conscious adaptation to the new problems of life, as distinct
from attraction, and this has many aspects, chiefly economic, social and religious, none
of which can be avoided.

Elkin believed that Aboriginal culture had been radically changed and that it was no
longer possible to retain Aboriginal culture even if there was a desire to do so (Holm,
1981, p32). It was necessary to take active educational steps to bring about
enculturation as distinct from allowing the European culture to be absorbed passively
through attraction. In 1971 Elkin still held the view that Aboriginal culture could not be
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saved. He was reported as saying that Yirawala, an Aboriginal artist was the last of his
kind (item 23).
A Select Committee's recommended changes to the existing law regarding the voting
rights of Aborigines (Commonwealth Parliamentary Papers, 1961, para.7) stated
The declared policy of the Commonwealth Government towards the aboriginal people is
that they should be gradually integrated into the European community.

The committee (pam. 12) further stated that
as a situation of complete integration is inevitable, your Committee considers the aim
of the Commonwealth should be to assist integration to continue as smoothly and
speedily as possible.

The integration policy, together with the destruction of Aboriginal culture through the
work of Christian missionaries is illustrated in the examples described in the NT News
at Groote Island and Bathurst Island (items 1 and 7). The integration policy continued
to be based on colonial principles. The policy aimed at producing a black servant class,
both through training and through the enforced breakup of families as graphically
illustrated in the video Lousy Little Sixpence (Morgan and Bostock, 1984) and also by
Cummings (1990).
The change from the policy of integration to assimilation, that is, from the 'making of
white black people' to the beginning of an understanding of the value of Aboriginal
culture was taking place at this time.
The policy of the Commonwealth Government with respect to aborigines in the
Northern Territory is to promote and direct social change amongst them in such a way
that, whilst retaining connections with and pride in their aboriginal ancestry, they will
become indistinguishable from other members of the Australian community in manner
of life, standards of living, occupations, and participation in community affairs. It is
important for the success of this process of assimilation that Australian citizens should
be ready and willing to accept aborigines in the wider community as fellow citizens in
all respects; it is equally as important that aborigines should be encouraged to detach
themselves from the present position of group separateness and solidarity and become
merged as individuals in the general community.
(Welfare Branch Annual Report 1960-61, p.7)

The 'pride in aboriginal ancestry' was demonstrated by government in its support for
demonstrations of Aboriginal culture (items 4, 5, 8, 10, 18). These demonstrations,
however, could be considered side-show antics used to attract attention to Welfare
Branch and also to provide trips south for favoured Welfare staff.
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The adult education policy of the Commonwealth Government in 1961 was indicated
by the general policy towards Aboriginal development, that is, a transition from a
policy of integration to assimilation. There was also a concentration on the development
skills.
For those aborigines (and this is the majority) who stand in special need of assistance in
matters affecting employment, the prnvisions of the Wards Employment Ordinance have
been designed to provide aid in obtaining training as craftsmen in European skills, and
subsequently in placement with suitable employers.
(Welfare Branch, 1961, p.7)

While the aims appeared grandiose the application was far from being so.
Adult Education: Further progress has been made on settlements and missions in
establishing classes in carpentry, mechanics and social studies.
At Warrabri some supervision of the recreation room was arranged to provide adults with
help in art activities and coaching in reading, writing and arithmetic1. Here also, the
provision of a sectionalised motor-car engine has added considerable interest to classes in
mechanics....
As a corollary to the Adult Education Classes there is on the job training in mechanics
and carpentry."
(ibid, pp. 8-9)

Limited training was provided for teaching assistants and nursing and hospital
assistants.
Older boys, wherever they have the inclination and when the opportunity offers, are
given some training in stock camps to prepare them for stockwork after they leave
school.
Settlement and Mission staff train women in homecraft, sewing, fancywork, mat
making, and embroidery.
(ibid)

The actual adult training which took place on Government Settlements during the 1960s
was minimal. On the job training was in fact a term used for the use of unskilled labour
to maintain the infrastructure of the settlement, often with an emphasis on facilities for
non-Aboriginal staff. Non-Aboriginal tradesmen were generally employed as carpenter
and mechanic. Non-Aboriginal semi-skilled or non-skilled labour was used as kitchen
supervisors, hygiene supervisors, home economics instructors and gardening
instructors. All of these people acted as leaders in their particular field and attempted to
train Aboriginal labour in the most menial of tasks, often to the benefit of nonAboriginal staff. A higher standard of training was provided in government clinics and

'Willis believes that this was the first Aboriginal adult education in English, literacy and numeracv in
the Northern Territory. (Willis, 1985, p.50)
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schools, though the standard of training given depended on individual members of
staff. No members of the non-Aboriginal training staff received any training in adult
teaching methods nor in Aboriginal learning styles.
Adult education classes controlled by the Education Section were sometimes conducted
after working hours. Though some classes were conducted in good faith others served
no other purpose than to provide extra income for the educator. This type of education
could include the provision of a record player, some Slim Dusty records and a power
point (without the presence of the educator). Similar examples were common.
The lack of success of the adult education program was recognised by Welfare Branch.
Good will and hard work upon the part of the instructors are not enough. Adult or
fundamental education is a specialist field which embraces extension programmes for the
raising of the general level of awareness of the people as well as more formal classes. It
has its own underlying philosophy and its own special approaches.
(Watts and Gallacher, 1964, p.163)

Only two cases of the provision of adult education are described in the lxi newspaper
items, one provided by the Catholic Church in Western Australia (item 6) and the other
which emphasises the tests of a particular fodder grass aimed at cattle production, rather
than the consequences to Aboriginal people. (item 16)
4.2 NINETEEN SEVENTY ONE
By 1971 Commonwealth Government policy had changed with regard to Aboriginal
welfare. Even the term used to refer to the people had changed from "aborigine" to
"Aborigine".
The policy of the Commonwealth Government with respect to Aborigines in the
Northern Territory is that, with all other Australians, they should have equality of
opportunity and full enjoyment of the same rights and privileges, and to accept the same
responsibilities. To achieve the policy aims, Aborigines are encouraged and provided
with opportunities to understand and participate fully in the cultural pursuit and social
arrangements of the community generally. At the same time they are encouraged to
retain their traditions and pride in their Aboriginal ancestry.
(Welfare Branch Annual Report 1970-71, p.8)

This statement of policy varied from that issued by the Aboriginal Welfare Conference
of Commonwealth and State Ministers, Darwin, in 1963 (Stone, 1974, p.201). That
policy statement emphasised that Aboriginal people should observe "the same customs,
and (be) influenced by the same beliefs, hopes and loyalties as other Australians."
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Some small amount of recognition was now being shown towards the richness and
diversity of Aboriginal culture.
The Watts Gallacher Report of 1964 provided the basis for change which escalated in
the period from 1971 to 1976. The stated fundamental principles which should underlie
Aboriginal education included:
The Aboriginal culture must be recognised and respected by all teachers and
3.
instructors.
Education, as an instrument of social progress, must be conceived as a
5
continuing process, and emphasis should be placed on the development of appropriate
programmes for all age groups. Every effort should be made to lessen all dichotomy that
exists between the old and the young.
Education must be a basic concern of all settlement and mission staff
members. Whatever their specific field, their primary function must be seen as
educational, directed to the continuing development of the Aboriginal people.
There should be recognition that the education of Aborigines, at this stage of
social change in the Northern Territory, is a special field of education and that all who
work in this field need special training if educational planning and action are to be fully
effective.
(Watts and Gallacher, 1964, p.53)

The emphasis on cultural acceptance, continuing education and the need for appropriate
specialist training for educators pointed the way for future Aboriginal adult education.
The recognition of culture was slow to find its way into the education system for
Aboriginal people. As late as 1969 Aboriginal children were forbidden to speak their
own languages in the Warrabri playground. By 1973 preparations were under way to
introduce a bi-lingual program into some Aboriginal schools involving linguistically
trained teachers and a prominent role for Aboriginal Officers.
Yet change, however slow, was taking place. The importance of the Aboriginal
Teaching Officer was recognised by the Aboriginal Education Branch (1972, p.38).
The inherent knowledge which Aboriginal Teaching Officers have of their people and
culture is something which European teachers can only hope to approach.

The principal aims of the Aboriginal Teaching Officer's course offered at Kormilda
College included the provision
to incorporate and utilise the expression of traditional influences wherever possible in
the course.
(ibid.)
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The Watts Gallacher report of 1964 had set the agenda for Aboriginal education at all
levels. The political climate of the early 1970s allowed for the partial implementation of
that agenda.
4.3

NINETEEN EIGHTY ONE

The years 1972 to 1975 have been described as a period of self determination, although
Willis describes it more as a period of 'cultural adaptation' in the Northern Territory
(1985, p.46).
By 1981 Government policy had changed to that of the promotion of self management,
a policy which has remained. Willis described this policy as being characterised "by
policies of ambiguous cultural adaptation and assimilation" (ibid., p.46).
The objective of this policy is that Aboriginals should be in the same position as any
other Australians to make decisions about their future and to accept responsibility for
these decisions.
(Department of Aboriginal Affairs, 1981, p.1 1)

In 1977 the Commonwealth Government introduced the National Employment Strategy
for Aboriginals (NESA). With regard to Aboriginal adult education the strategy
emphasised
• Increased training opportunities through labour market programs, both on the job and
formal, and
• promotion by the Minister for Education of a redirection of education programs to
prepare Aboriginal people for a work environment or job traimng.
(Committee of Review of Aboriginal Employment and Training Programs, 1985, p.4)

The committee went on to say
In examining the NESA, the Committee discovered no evidence of its having been
implemented as a cohesive Strategy.

In 1978 the Australian Parliament passed the Northern Territory (Self-Government) Act
and in 1979 the Department of Education, a Territory department, took control of
school and TAFE functions including the education of Aboriginal people.
It appears that the Department was unsure of its role in the field of Aboriginal adult
education.

Strike (1981, p.1) quotes the Director of TAFE, Mr Chard, as saying
The role of the adult educator is problematic. Very few people really understand the role
(or concept) and there is always the danger that a misunderstood role will be rendered a
lower status than it actually deserves.. The role of our adult educators is unique in this
country. Facts need to be stated because there can be no guarantee that the problems
facing adult educators are fully appreciated even by their TAFE peers.

Even though Chard possibly denies that these are his exact words, but rather a
paraphrase2, he does not deny the underlying idea behind the statement, that is, lack of
understanding of the role of the adult educator.
This lack of understanding and direction was also pointed out by the Committee of
Review of Aboriginal Employment and Training Programs (1985, p.11).
The Committee discovered that (the field of post-school education) is one of the major
areas in which the government programs are confusing and uncoordinated.
We also
found that the rationale for training support lacked logic. ... In addition, as regards
institutional training, what is oficred to Aboriginal people often depends upon either
what the institution is prepared to offer, regardless of its relevance to Aboriginal needs,
or what the Commonwealth government is prepared to pay for through special
Aboriginal funding.
...

4.4 NINETEEN NINETY ONE
The 1980s saw a great deal of rhetoric about the educational needs of Aboriginal
people. The Secretary of the Department of Education in 1983 recognised the need for
Aboriginal adult education to assist Aboriginal people to decide on their own destiny,
and also to provide skills to meet their needs.
The process of Adult Education should operate at two levels. Firstly, Adult Education
should help people decide for themselves in cooperation what development is, and in
what direction it should take them and their community. Secondly, Adult Education
should help adults develop themselves and should contribute to the enlargement of their
ability in as many ways as possible.
(Loveday and Young, 1984, p.7)
...

-

-

It was also recognised that Aboriginal adult education could only be successful if
Aboriginal people took control of their own education.

2The following unsigned note appears in the margin of the copy in the Djorra Jagamirri Room,
Northern Territory University Library. "These are not the words I actually used
me!"

-

he has paraphrased
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Loveday and Young (1984, 117) stated that
Aboriginal control of education is of central importance when considering people's ideas
on development in their communities. A common view is that non-Aborigines still
exert t(x) much influence because they hold all the top jobs. It follows that this
influence continues because the present education system does not give Aborigines
opportunities opportunities to learn the skills needed to take on these positions. This
explains the concern which Abongines have over getting proper recognition for their
qualifications not because they want to market their skills away from their own
communities, but because they want to be able to demonstrate their eligibility in
whitefella eves to be at the top.
-

This emphasis is expressed in the concept of 'both ways education'. The concept of
both ways, or two way education was begun by non-Aboriginal people in an attempt to
retain power and positions in the field of Aboriginal education following the threat of
'self determination'. The professional educators saw it as their role to decide what areas
of the two cultures would be included in Aboriginal education curricula. The Northern
Territory Teachers Federation called for the implementation of two way education in
1981 (item 45).

As the concept has evolved this control has moved more and more into the hands of
Aboriginal people. Bakamana Yunipingu described the context of both ways education.
An appropriate curriculum for Yolngu (Aboriginal people) is one that is located in the
Aboriginal world which can enable the children to cross to the Balanda (Western) world.
The Ganma (unifying philosophy of life) curriculum allows the identification of bits of
Balanda knowledge that are consistent with the Yolngu way of learning. Yolngu learn
their foundations (djalkiri) from their parents and relations around them the learning
occurs at home and in different ceremonies.
(McTaggart, 1988, pp. 1-2)
...

Towards the end of the decade the emphasis by both governments, and particularly the
Northern Territory Government tended to move towards skills based education with an
emphasis on recognised formal qualifications and away from people oriented education,
thus keeping control of education in the hands of Territory government. The NT
Government has stated in its strategic plan in response to the NAEP that "Aboriginal
people want to study for and achieve awards of quality and credibility." (Northern
Territory Department of Education, 1991, p.17) The Northern Territory Open College
of TAFE Information Booklet 1990 lists only four courses available on Aboriginal
communities; the Certificate in General Studies, the Certificate in Foundation Studies,
the Certificate in Initial Secondary Studies, and the Certificate in Vocational Studies. All
are standard throughout the Northern Territory and all are assessed on a HD, D, C, P,
PT, and F grading system.

EN
It was the Territory's and states attitudes, in part supported either intentionally or
unintentionally by the federal government that led Dr H. C. Coombs to describe the
National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Education Policy (NAEP) as being
'assimilationist and potentially destructive of Aboriginal culture'. (Johnston, 33.4.6)
4.4.1 The National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Education
Policy.
The NAEP was introduced in 1989. Much of its content appears to support Aboriginal
aspirations. The following long term goals were included in the summary of the policy:
Involvement of Aboriginal people in educational decision making,
Equality of access to educational services,

Equity of educational participation,
Equitable and appropriate educational outcomes.
(Department of Employment Education and Training. 1989)

The major problem concerning the NAEP involves not curriculum and course content,
but rather the the "issue of 'appropriate' outcomes, and who should define and control
them." (Johnston, 33.4.5) Margaret Valadian (1990, p.16) expresses similar concerns
regarding the emphasis on formal education.
The NAEC subsequently decided that priority distribution of study grants would be
given to formal education which no doubt explains the crisis we now face in adult and
community education today.

Implementation of the NAEP has been dependent on the co-operation of the states and
territory governments. They have accepted the program on the grounds that the
implement it through the state or territory education system.
The issues of independence and control raised by Dr. Coombs are taken up and amplified
in a submission by the Institute for Aboriginal Development (lAD) in Alice Springs.
Like Dr. Coombs, the lAD perceives the NAEP as a threat to Aboriginal controlled
education, and to Aboriginal culture generally.
Independent Aboriginal controlled education institutions arose because of the fact that
mainstream educational institutions were not meeting the educational and training needs
of the Aboriginal community, and to a large degree aren't responding to this need. There
will be a loss of control and decision making as a result of the implementation of the
NAEP, and the main threat to the independent providers is not just the question offunds
and how much, but more the survival of Aboriginal culture.
Under the terms of NAEP the lAD must become registered as a Private Provider by the
Northern Territory Government in order to obtain future Commonwealth funding. In the
lAD's view, this represents a transfer of funding responsibility to State and Territory
authorities which threatens its independence:
This in turn will ,nean that lAD may be forced to rely on (the) NT Department of
Education for funding, and relationships between the two groups have always been far
from ideal. The NT Government has never accepted any responsibility for providing
funds to L4L) and similar organisations, because they have never agreed to the rig/it of
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these organisat ions to exist and to offer courses to Aboriginal people in what they
consider to be in opposition to the courses offered by their own institutions.
(Johnston, 33.4.8)

The Northern Territory Government denies there is any friction between itself and other
education suppliers.
A cooperative approach facilitates provision of programs (by lAD and Nungalingya)
which have the support of Aboriginal Communities. Systems have been developed
whereby courses offered by lAD are accredited through the Alice Spnngs College of
Technical and Further Education
(Australian Government, 1992, p.1 127)

As stated previously the policy of the Territory Government can be seen as leaning
towards 'mainstream', formal, competency based education under the control of its
own Department of Education.
An alternative training system based on modular instruction and performance based
testing in Aboriginal Communities is being developed in the Northern Territory.
(Australian Government, 1992, p. 1 128)

4.4.2 Competency Based Training
In contrast to the attitude taken by the Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in
Custody the Federal Government has endorsed the development of a Competency
Based Training system (CBT). Competency based training is described as:
a way of approaching vocational training that places the primary emphasis on what a
person can do as a result of training (the outcome), and as such represents a significant
shift away from processes involved in the training (the inputs).
(VEETAC, 1991, p.i.)

It is unclear from the document whether people are considered to be one of the inputs.
One of the major aims of the CBT policy is to standardise training throughout
Australia. In order to accomplish this it plans to have by 1993
a nationally consistent recognition system which includes:
registration
accreditation
credit transfer
RPL (Recognition of Prior Learning)
-

-

-

-

(ibid., p.lO)

Such a movement away from the person towards training outcomes appears to have
been embraced by the Northern Territory Government and has reinforced its emphasis
on 'mainstream' educational trends.
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4.4.2 National Report of the Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths
in Custody.
A major influence on Aboriginal education policy is the National Report of The Royal
Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody. When examining the role of
Aboriginal adult education, Commissioner Johnston (1991, 33.3.9, 33.3.10) saw
education in the wider sense, rather than solely as a means of vocational training.
The Aboriginal Education Task Force noted that the Australian Government has
attempted in recent years to expressly link education and training to economic
development. Whilst I acknowledge the importance of programs specifically targeting
opportunities in employment and economic development, I suggest that such a view of
education is too limited. There are many avenues of education which,whilst not directly
geared to the labour market, are a significant source of skills and self esteem for
Aboriginal people. I include here many varied "self development", language and cultural
programs, as well as basic literacy and numeracy courses. I also support the expressed
desire of Aboriginal people for education and training which will support their
aspirations for self-determination.
...

...

The attitude of the Commission appears to be people centred, or in the humanist
tradition.
The trend towards CBT (competency based training) and Territory Government
pressure to increase its control over Aboriginal adult education has caused in the past
some conflict between Aboriginal adult education suppliers and the Territory
government. The Institute for Aboriginal Development (lAD) in Alice Springs has
vigorously argued before the Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody the
case against Territory Government control and the resultant pressure towards
"mainstream" education.
We have
now been placed in the position of obtaining accreditation for our course
through mainstream providers like TAFE. This is in direct opposition to the whole
existence of the independent providers who oiler courses in response to the need of the
community they serve. If courses have to be accredited formally this accreditation should
be done by an Aboriginal accreditation board.
(Johnston, 1991, 33.3.19)
...

Commissioner Johnston (1991, 33.3.20) has accepted the arguments put up by lAD
and other education suppliers concerning the necessity to meet the needs of the
consumers of adult education.
I find these various constraints unacceptable and reiterate
work of independent Aboriginal adult education.

my support for the valuable

buL:::iy
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Johnston (1991, 33 .3 .22) also sees the need for courses run by community suppliers
I find it inappropriate that Aboriginal controlled adult education institutions are not
funded merely because TAPE institutions are delivering similar courses.

Unfortunately, the press showed little interest in the Royal Commission into Aboriginal
Deaths in Custody with regards Aboriginal adult education. Only one item (no. 72)
headlined "Funding to fight black deaths" appeared in the NT News in this survey.
The policy of Federal Government is at present clouded, even though the Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islanders Education Policy was published in 1989 and agreed to by
the Northern Territory Government in the same year. There are two major influences at
present affecting the policy, each contradictory in philosophy and in application. They
are the National Report of the Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody,
and the emphasis by both Federal and Territory Governments on competency based
training.
4.5

CHAPTER SUMMARY

This chapter continued the review of relevant literature, dealing specifically with
Government policy, both Federal and Northern Territory affecting the delivery of
Aboriginal adult and continuing education from 1961 to 1991 in the Northern Territory.
Particular attention was given to the present conflict arising from the National
Aboriginal Education Policy, the recommendations of the Royal Commission into
Aboriginal Deaths in Custody, and Government emphasis on Competency Based
Training.
The next chapter presents the data for the four years under review using the categories
themes, information supplier, information provided, areas of adult education, attitudes
expressed, educational methodology, and the category of news. Trends indicated by the
figures provided are discussed, particularly in reference to the literature dealt with in
chapters 3 and 4, and the chronicle presented in appendix 1. A comparison is also made
between front page stories concerning Aboriginal adult education over the four years
and a random sample of front page stories during that time.
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CHAPTER 5
ANALYSIS OF DATA
This chapter presents the data for the four years under review using the categories
themes, information supplier, information provided, areas of adult education, attitudes
expressed, educational methodology, and the category of news. Trends indicated by the
figures provided are discussed, particularly in reference to the literature dealt with in
chapters 3 and 4, and the chronicle presented in appendix 1. A comparison is also made
between front page stories concerning Aboriginal adult education over the four years
and a random sample of front page stories during that time.

5.1 NINETEEN SIXTY ONE
The year lxi was one where the audience of the NT News felt threatened by the
changes either occurring or being discussed by government. The pastoral industry felt
particularly threatened with regard to the interference by Government in its relationship
with its cheap labour force (item 3). This interference involved the imposition of
wages, the threat of award wages, and the provision of settlements where Aboriginal
people could escape from the dictatorial restraints of the pastoralists.
The Christian missions were ill at ease as they saw government settlements moving
into what was previously their domain.
The Darwin town population (many of whom were public servants) saw the threat of
Aboriginal people being given the right to walk the streets of the town.
All felt threatened by the possibility of the provision of voting rights for Aboriginal
people and the way unscrupulous white people would manipulate this power (item 11).
They feared for their safety if Aboriginal people were allowed to obtain alcohol.
5.1.1 Themes 1961
The following major themes were present in the sample. It should be noted that the total
number far exceeds the number of samples. Each sample may contain a series of
themes.
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Table 5.1
Theme 1961
Paternalism and/or racism
Aboriginal arts
Aboriginal people as problems
Voting rights
Religious emphasis
Conferences
Destruction of Aboriginal culture'
Negative responses to programs
Cross cultural education
Health problems
Employment
Conducting programs
Alcohol related

No. items Reference nos.
7
1, 3, 7, 11, 12, 14, 15
5, 6, 8, 10, 18
5
4
2, 11, 15, 17
3
11, 12, 15
3
7, 13
3
9, 13
1, 7
2
11,7
2
10, 14
2
2
2,9
3,6
2
2
6, 16
1
2

PATERNALISM AND/OR RACISM
Paternalism and/or racism forms the major category in this section. The terms,
paternalism and racism are used in today's context, that is, some of the items
determined as being racist or paternalistic may not have been so considered so at the
time. It is probable that Mr Leske fully believed that the natives at Roper River Mission
did not understand what it was to vote (item 12), and he was probably correct. The
reason this item is included in this section is that it indicates that very little had been
done to change this situation. It was not until 1975 that the Australian Electoral Office
employed a person to conduct electoral education programs for Aboriginal people in the
Northern Tern tory.
The racist statements made by members of the pastoral industry (item 11) and
descriptions of racist behaviour in the pastoral industry (item 3) are interesting
phenomena, especially in the light of the dependence of the pastoral industry for its
success on the supply of cheap Aboriginal labour. The relationship between Aboriginal
people and the pastoral industry was thus paradoxical. The pastoral industry was
unwilling to admit to this dependence since such an admission could lead to increased
supervision of Aboriginal wages and living conditions and thus alter the status quo. Bill
Harney's comments (item 3) and those of Tiger Brennan (item 11) highlight these
points.
The item concerning comments made by the Madam Rabbani of the Baha'i faith (item
14) is in most respects positive regarding Aboriginal culture. It has been included
because the term "primitive" is used when referring to Aboriginal culture, even though
the term was still used in academic circles at this time.

'Both items involved Christian missions, and both were considered praiseworthy at the time.

7.01
ABORIGINAL ARTS
Many of these items dealt with Welfare, Mission and Arts Council backed exhibitions.
One of the articles (the only one on page 1 of the newspaper) dealt negatively with the
mass production of Albert Namatjira painting look-alikes (item 17). The use of
Aboriginal people as show exhibits by Welfare Branch was a common practice during
the 1960s and '70s. The major purpose of these exhibits was to provide publicity for
Welfare Branch and the Aboriginal community. A minor result was the provision of
rewards in the form of trips south to favoured Welfare officers.
ABORIGINAL PEOPLE AS PROBLEMS
The large numbers of items throughout this study which fall into this category provide
verification of the assumption made in the literature review concerning the view of
Aboriginal people as a problem. The major problems dealt with voting, alcohol and
Aboriginal paintings. In the case of problems concerning voting all items were reported
by non-Aboriginal people and all were generally negative. Closely associated with this
theme is the major category in Table 4.3, Types of Education, where the major group
consisted of no identifiable education type.

5.1.2

Who is providing the information, 1961?
Table

Information Supplier 1961
Church representative
Government representative
Prominent community figures
Politicians
Journalist

5.2

No. items Reference nos.
7
6, 8, 9, 12, 13, 14
5
4, 5, 10, 16
3
17, 18
2
11, 15
1
7

The majority of information came from the Church and Government.
THE MISSIONS (CHURCH REPRESENTATIVES)
The important part played by the missions in the field of Aboriginal adult and
continuing education during the 1960s is demonstrated by the figures showing
information suppliers, Table 4.2 and themes, Table 4.1 (forty seven percent).
The aims of the Christian missions in attempting to change the old culture and to
Christianise the people (item 1, 7) were well attuned to the somewhat out of date
integration policy previously held by the Federal Government.
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The churches did provide some innovative employment training projects, an example of
which (land acquisition) has become a major controversial issue during the '80s and
'90s (item 6).
5.1.3

What is being reported, 1961?
Table 5.3
No. items Reference nos.
6
2, 3, 11, 12, 14, 15
2
9, 18
6
4, 5, 6, 10, 13, 16
4
1, 7, 8, 17

Information provided 1961
Need
Planning
Implementation
Results

NEED
The emphasis on the need for adult education again pointed to Aboriginal people being
seen as a problem, particularly with regard to alcohol, working conditions and voting
rights.
IMPLEMENTATION
In many of the cases examined implementation referred to putting Aboriginal people on
display (items 4, 5, 10, 13). Only one item (6) provided an insight of things to come,
the development of Aboriginal land rights.
5.1.4 Areas of Aboriginal Adult Education 1961
Table 5.4(a)
Areas of education 1961
Adult basic education
Community development
Community organisation and small business
administration
Employment and enterprise development
Trades and other technical skills
Maintenance of culture and historical identity

No. items Reference nos.
0
9
1
0
2
0
6

6, 16
4, 5, 8, 10, 14, 18

Table 5.4(b)
Other areas of education 1961
Notidentified
Conferences
Christianisation
Provision of adult education

No. items Reference nos.
5
3, 11, 12, 15, 17
2
2, 13
2
1,7
1
6

MAINTENANCE OF CULTURE AND HISTORICAL IDENTITY
The emphasis by the government of putting Aboriginal people on display as something
of a novelty has been described in Section 5.1.1, Themes.
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NOT IDENTIFIED
The lack of identification of areas of education is closely linked to the acceptance by the
press audience that Aboriginal people are a problem separated from the life of that
audience as described in Section 5.1.1, Themes.
5.1.5 Attitudes expressed in the newspaper 1961
Table 5.5
Attitudes 1961
Positive
Neutral
Negative

No. items Reference nos.
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13,
12
14, 15
16, 18
3
3
11, 12, 17

POSITIVE
The high number of positive items generally came from mission and government
bodies, the main information suppliers.
5.1.6 Methodology
Table 5.6
Methodology 1961
Notgiven
Demonstration of culture
Evangelism
on the job training

No. items Reference nos.
8
9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17
5
5, 8, 10, 18
1,7
2
1
16

NOT GIVEN
Methodology refers to the way an educational program is to be delivered. Where there
is no attempt to find a solution to the problem of Aboriginality then no methodology
will be provided.
5.1.7 Category of news 1961
Two items were feature articles (item 1, 7). The remainder were news items.
5.1.8 Population figures for Darwin District 1961.
Aboriginal figures were not included in the 1961 census. The total non-Aboriginal
figure for the Darwin District which included both Darwin City and surrounding urban
areas was 15,426. (Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics) Although the NT
News was sold outside Darwin this was the major market for the newspaper.
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It should be noted that at this time the definition of Australian aboriginal in the
Northern Territory was a person entirely of aboriginal descent." (Commonwealth
Parliamentary Papers, 1961)2
An estimate concerning the number of Aboriginal people can be made using figures
supplied by Welfare Branch in its 1960/61 Annual report. Three hundred and eighty
Aboriginal people were located at Bagot. A further four hundred and seventy
Aboriginal people were located in towns and environs. Of these it is reasonable to
suggest that half were located in Darwin. Thus a total figure of approximately six
hundred Aboriginal people were probably living in Darwin and near surrounds in 1961,
approximately 4% of the population. Because of a lack of literacy skills the majority of
this group were not a potential market for the NT News.

5.2 NINETEEN SEVENTY ONE
By 1971 the audience of the NT News, while not necessarily approving, was accepting
that change in Aboriginal affairs would continue to take place (items 20, 35, 36). Major
movements were taking place in the field of Aboriginal and continuing education.
Attitudes within government and education bodies were changing. Settlements became
communities, superintendents became community advisers. The Aboriginal Advisory
Council had been appointed by the Minister for the Interior. The Watts/Gallacher
Report of 1964 had set the scene for educational change.
The mineral boom provided a mood of optimism among the readers of the NT News.
Within this boom however was a swelling demand for Aboriginal Land Rights.
5.2.1

Themes 1971

The following major themes were present in the sample. As previously stated the total
number far exceeds the number of samples. Each sample may contain a series of
themes.

2"Report from the Select Committee on the voting rights of Aborigines", Recommendation 2.
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Table 5.7
Theme 1971
Paternalism I racism
Aboriginal arts
Aboriginal people as problems
Preferential treatment3
Funding
Conducting programs
Integration/assimilation
Destruction of culture
Cross cultural education
Proposed training
Religious emphasis
Community development and self
determination
Health
Conference
Land rights
Voting rights
Employment

No. items Reference Nos.

-

5

19, 21, 26, 31, 32

5
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

22, 23, 28, 29, 30
25, 26, 34
19, 21, 31
20,21,31
29,33
27,32
23,27
23,30
20,24
32,33
35, 36

2
2
1
1
1

25, 34
24,36
36
26
34

PATERNALISMJRACISM
Again paternalism and/or racism forms the major category in this section. In the
majority of racist statements the readership considers that Aboriginal people are being
given too much, in this case in the field of education (items 19, 21,31). This is a theme
that becomes more and more apparent in other areas of Aboriginal endeavour as
attempts are made to improve the lot of Aboriginal people.
ABORIGINAL ARTS
Aboriginal arts are again a major theme in 1971. The 'side-show' aspect has however
all but disappeared. Artists appear in their own right (item 23). Aboriginal people
describe Aboriginal culture rather than non Aboriginals (item 22). Aboriginal art is now
seen as an economic project rather than a quaint primitive curiosity (item 29).
5.2.2

Who is providing the information, 1971?
Table 5.8

Information Supplier 1971
Education body
Church representative
Politicians
Support group
Prominent community figures
Government representative

No. items Reference nos.
5
19, 21, 27, 30, 31
3
32, 33, 36
3
26, 34, 35
3
24, 25, 29
2
22,23
12
1 20,28

3This refers to alleged preferential treatment of Aboriginal people as compared to treatment of nonAboriginal people.
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EDUCATION BODY
The Watts Gallacher report of 1964 provided the agenda for change in Aboriginal
education at all levels. The political climate of the early 1970s allowed for the partial
implementation of that agenda. The changes were not treated favourably by the press,
even when the information suppliers were education bodies or bodies associated with
education. Three of the items listed(19, 21,31) suggest that it is unfair that Aboriginal
people should receive benefits above those offered to the readership of the newspaper
or their offspring.
THE MISSIONS (CHURCH REPRESENTATIVES)
The power of the missions was gradually waning. Preparations were in process for the
control of the majority of mission stations in Arnhemland to move to community
councils in 1972.
The aims of the Christian missions in attempting to change the old culture and to
Christianise the people however remained long after the integration policy had been
dropped by the Federal Government An item appearing on 4 August 1971 (item 32)
describes training for "Aboriginal brethren so that they will be prepared for their role as
Christian citizens of the Commonwealth."
5.2.3 What is being reported, 1971?
Table 5.9
Information provided 1971
N1

Planning
Implementation
Results

No. items Reference nos.
4
21,25,34,36
1
29
7
22, 27, 30, 31, 33, 35
6
23, 24, 26, 28, 32

IMPLEMENTATION
In five of the seven items (22, 27, 30, 33, 35) a positive attitude was being expressed
towards Aboriginal adult and continuing education. Positive and far reaching measures
were being taken by Government (items 19,31,35).
RESULTS
In all items with one exception positive reports were given on the conduct of Aboriginal
adult and continuing education. Item 26 provided by the Country Party Member for
Arnhem is headlined "Not one Aboriginal could usefully sit in Council Kentish".
-
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5.2.4 Areas of adult education, 1971
Table 5.10(a)
Areas of education 1971
Adult basic education
Community development
Community organisation and small business
administration
Employment and enterprise development
Trades and other technical skills
Maintenance of culture and historical identity

No. items Reference nos.
25
1
3
28, 35, 36
1
32

1

2
0
0

20,29
1

Table 5.10(b)
Other areas of education 1971
Formal
Not stated
Cross cultural
Christianisation
Culture clash

No. items Reference nos.
4
19, 21, 24,31
4
26, 34
3
22, 23, 30
1
33
1
27

COMMUNiTY DEVELOPMENT
The early 1970s was a time of change in the field of Aboriginal and adult education.
Community development was the new theme in government policy. The term
'settlement' became 'community'. 'Superintendents' became 'Community Advisers'.
Formal training for Community Advisers was changed from a one year Certificate to a
one and a half year Diploma. For the first time Aboriginal people had some input into
their own affairs with the appointment of the first Aboriginal Advisory Council (item

35).
Another great change in the field of community development was the recognition and
promotion by the Church of England of Aboriginal Land Rights. It was rightly believed
that without land rights community development was nigh impossible (item 36).
FORMAL
Of the four items dealing with formal schooling three intimated unfair favouritism being
shown to Aboriginal people (items 19, 21,31).

5.2.5

Attitudes expressed in the newspaper, 1971
Table 5.11

Attitudes 1971
Positive
Neutral
Negative

No. items Reference nos.
10
20, 23, 24, 28, 29, 30, 32, 33,
35, 36
5
19, 21, 26,31,34
2
22, 25, 27
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POSITIVE
The majority of positive comments during 1971 pointed to the change in both
government policy and attitudes with regard to Aboriginal adult and continuing
education and to Aboriginal people which were taking place. Aboriginal people.
Aboriginal skills and the ability of Aboriginal people to succeed in education programs
were being recognised (items 20, 23, 28, 29, 30, 32, 33).
5.2.6 Methodology 1971
Table 5.12
Methodology
Not given

1971

Demonstration of culture
Onthejob
Evangelism
Lecture
Audio-visual

No. items Reference nos.
10
19, 21, 24, 25, 26, 28, 31,
34, 35, 36
2
23,30
20,29
2
2
32,33
1
22
29
1

NOT GIVEN
If Aboriginal people are treated as a problem external to the readership of the newspaper
there may be no priority to seek a responsible solution nor to provide a methodology to
implement the solution.
5.2.7 Category of news, 1971
Two items were feature articles (item 32, 33). The remainder were news items.
5.2.8 Population figures for Darwin District 1971
The total figure for the proposed Greater Darwin District which included both Darwin
City and surrounding urban areas had increased to 37, 060, an increase of
approximately 230% over ten years.(Bureau of Census and Statistics, Australia)
Although the NT News was sold outside Darwin this was the major market for the
newspaper.
An estimate concerning the number of Aboriginal people can be made using figures
supplied by Welfare Branch in its 1970/71 Annual report. Four hundred and eighty
Aboriginal people were located at Bagot. A further four thousand Aboriginal people
were located in towns and environs. Many of these people had moved off pastoral
properties and were located in the comparatively smaller centres of the Northern
Territory. Nevertheless it is reasonable to suggest that up to a thousand of these people
were in Darwin and surrounding areas. Thus the number of Aboriginal people living in
Darwin had increased to over a thousand. They were thus becoming more visible and
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so more newsworthy. Because of a lack of literacy skills this group remained a poor
potential market for the NT News.

5.3 NINETEEN EIGHTY ONE
Major influences on the readers of the NT News in the late 1970s and early 1980s
involved self government, the continuation of the mineral boom and land rights.
With self government came the need for political responsibility, not an easy load to
accept. The readership of the NT News was told continually by Northern Territory
politicians that Canberra was responsible for all the woes of the Northern Territory.
Items concerning Aboriginal land rights (not dealt with in this study) and the
relationship with the mining and pastoral industries featured regularly in the NT News.
5.3.1 Themes 1981
The following major themes were present in the sample. As previously stated the total
number far exceeds the number of samples. Each sample may contain a series of
themes.
Table 5.13
Theme 1981
Funding
Political advantage
Training program
Self determination
Inquiry
Conducting education program
Cross cultural
Knocking what has been done
Aboriginal people as problems
Culture maintenance
Racism

No. items Reference Nos.
38, 39, 40, 46
5
40, 43, 46
4
40, 41
3
2
42, 45
1
44
1
45
47
1
41
1
1
42
1
37
41
1

FUNDING AND POLITICAL ADVANTAGE
The theme of funding is closely related to the increase in political responsibility granted
to the Northern Territory during the late 70s. Thus several of the items listed under
Funding also appear under Political Advantage. The Northern Territory Government
sought to obtain more funds in order to provide services for Aboriginal adult and
continuing education, and also sought to blame the Commonwealth Government for
any lack of services (items 38, 40, 46).
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Item 43 provides an interesting example of how the Aboriginal situation was used
politically in an argument which in reality at the time directly affected non Aboriginal
people.
5.3.2

Who is providing the information, 1981?
Table 5.14
No. items Reference nos.
38, 40, 42, 43, 46
5
37, 45
2

Information Supplier 1981
Politicians
Support group
Government representative

Journalist

2

39,44

2

41,47

POLITICIANS
With the introduction of self government in the Northern Territory the politicians in
many cases took over the role of government representatives and prominent persons as
the disseminators of information to the press. Four of the items (38, 40, 43, 46) dealt
with attacks by the Northern Territory Government on the Federal Government over
funding.
5.3.3

What is being reported, 1981?
Table 5.15

Planning

No. items Reference nos.
38, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47
1
37

Implementation

3

Results

0

Information provided 1981

7

Need

39, 40, 41

NEED
Five of the seven items published (38, 42, 43, 44, 46) dealt with statements made by
politicians, in the main Northern Territory politicians calling for Federal funding.
5.3.4 Areas of adult education, 1981.
Table 5.16(a)
No. items Reference nos.

Areas of education 1981
Adult basic education
Community development
Community organisation and small business
administration
Employment and enterprise development
Trades and other technical skills
Maintenance of culture and historical identity

I

1
3
1

44
38, 42, 46
40

2
0
1

39,45
37

Table 5.16(b)
Other types of education 1981
Vocational

No. items Reference nos.
41
1

Cross cultural
Provision of adult edn.

1
1

47
43
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COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
The late 1970s and early 1980s saw the responsibility for Aboriginal community
development passing in part from the hands of the Commonwealth to those of the
Northern Territory Government. The new politicians from the Northern Territory had
also found their voices. They blamed the inadequacies of the Federal government,
particularly with regard to funding, as the major problem in retarding Aboriginal
community development (items 38,46). Aboriginal people were also in part blamed for
not being involved in the planning process (item 42). The fact that they had not been
invited was ignored.

5.3.5

Attitudes expressed in the newspaper, 1981
Table

5.17

No. items Reference nos.

Attitudes 1981
Positive
Neutral
Negative

5

37,40, 42, 45, 47

3
3

39, 44,46
38, 41, 43

POSITIVE
Positive statements came from a variety of sources; politicians seeking funds and
describing their government's success in the field of Aboriginal and adult education
(items 40, 42), Teachers Federation (item 45), an Aboriginal support group (item 37)
and a journalist (item 47).

5.3.6

Methodology
Table 5.18
Methodology

1981

No. items

Reference nos.

Not stated

6

38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 47

On the job

2

39,41

Aboriginal learning styles

1

37

Formal

1

43

Two way learning

1

45

NOT STATED
As stated earlier, when Aboriginal people are treated as a problem external to the
readership of the newspaper there is no priority to seek a responsible solution nor to
provide a methodology to implement the solution.
5.3.7 Category of news, 1981.
One item was a feature article (item 47). The remainder were news items.

5.3.8
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Population figures for Darwin District 1981

The total figure for the Darwin statistical divisions which included both Darwin City
and surrounding urban areas had increased to 61,412, an increase of a little less than
100% over ten years. (Australian Bureau of Statistics) This gives a figure of 56901
non-Aboriginal people. Although the NT News was sold outside Darwin this was the
major market for the newspaper.
Aboriginal population had increased to 4,511 being approximately 7% of the total
population. Though literacy skills were improving the Aboriginal people was not seen
by the NT News as a potentially lucrative market.

5.4

NINETEEN NINETY ONE

The late 1980s saw The Federal and Northern Territory Governments attempting to
introduce realistic policies in an attempt to foster Aboriginal education and
development. In 1986 the National Aboriginal Employment and Development Policy
was introduced, followed in 1989 by the National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Education Policy.
The release of the Federal Report of the Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in
Custody in 1991 together with overseas scrutiny by groups such as United Nations and
World Council of Churches have embarrassed governments both federal and state as
well as the public, including the readership of the NT News, thus allowing for the
possibility of future development and change in the field of Aboriginal adult and
continuing education.
5.4.1 Themes
Table 5.19
Theme 1991
Aboriginal people as problems
Funding
Training program
Demonstrate culture
Racism
Cross cultural
Community development
Self determination
Conducting education program
Alcohol related
Political advantage
Knocking what has been done
Defence of Aboriginal culture
Destruction of Aboriginal culture

No. items Reference Nos.
8
49, 50, 51, 52, 62, 64, 68
5
50, 55, 58, 71, 72
4
61, 66, 69,71
4
53, 54, 65, 67
3
56, 59
3
53, 67, 72
3
48,55, 57
3
48, 49, 57
3
58, 60, 63
3
64, 68, 71
2
51
2
52,56
1
57
70
1

The above major themes were present in the sample. As previously stated the total
number far exceeds the number of samples. Each sample may contain a series of
themes.
ABORIGINAL PEOPLE AS PROBLEMS
While in most cases Aboriginal people are seen as a problem external to the readership
of the newspaper, the intervention of an outside party can interfere with this situation,
bringing about a feeling of guilt, and as a result, in order to protect the readers own
aloofness, a fierce attack on the outsider. Items 48, 49, 50, 51 and 52 provide an
example of this behaviour.
The outsiders were a delegation from the World Council of Churches. The comments
made included such terms as racism and genocide (items 48, 49) and criticised
governments and the Australian community. The Prime Minister (item 50), a Federal
Government Minister (item 49) and a Northern Territory Minister (item 51) were quick
to defend the way in which the Aboriginal situation was being dealt with by both
Federal and Territory Governments. The Northern Territory Minister made an emotive
attack on the members of the World Council of Churches. It should be noted that the
original item (48) was not followed up by the author. Items 49, 50, 51 and 52 appeared
in randomly selected newspapers. This would indicate that the debate over the WCC
comments was greater than is indicated here.
Items 62 and 68 also varied from the "normal" representation of Aboriginal people as
problems. Both items referred to statements made by a concerned Aboriginal politician.
In these cases the problems without answers were not external to the source though
they were external to the readership of the newspapers. Item 64 presented a superficial
view of the problem of Aboriginal people and alcohol.
FUNDING
The practice of "Canberra bashing" by the Northern Territory Government appears to
have eased from the levels of 1981. This has probably come about through its
experience and maturity as a government. Apart from item 50 (which refers to Federal
Government's defence of its policy following comments made by the WCC) and item
59 (where the editorial yearns for the days of protectionism) all other items deal
positively with the provision of funding for Aboriginal adult and continuing education.

5.4.2
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Who is providing the information, 1991?
Table 5.20

Information Supplier 1991
Politicians
Education body
Citizen
Government representative
Journalist4
Church representative
Support group

No.

6
6
4
3
3
2
1 1

items Reference nos.
50, 58, 62, 68, 71, 72
60, 61, 65, 66, 67, 69
51,56,63,70
51, 53, 55
54, 59, 64
48,49
157

POLITICIANS
Politicians had again been the main disseminators of information concerning Aboriginal
adult and continuing education. There had been a shift in their position of 1981 where
the majority of items were attacks on Federal Government. The items of 1991 generally
showed a genuine concern by politicians for Aboriginal people and Aboriginal adult and
continuing education.
EDUCATION BODY
All items provided to the press by education bodies were positive. Education programs
were not only being talked about but were being implemented.
5.4.3

What is being reported, 1991?
Table 5.21

Information provided 1991
Need
Planning
Implementation
Results

No. items Reference nos.
8
48, 49, 52, 59, 62, 64, 68, 70
1
71
11
50, 53, 54, 55, 56, 58, 60, 65,
66, 67, 72
5
51, 57, 61,63, 69

IMPLEMENTATION
Most areas of Aboriginal adult and continuing education are listed in this section and
none are treated negatively.

41ncludes editorial.

.
M

5.4.4 Areas of education, 1991
Table 5.22(a)
Areas of education 1991
Adult basic education
Community development
Community organisation and small business
administration
Employment and enterprise development
Trades and other technical skills
Maintenance of culture and historical identity

No. items Reference nos.
0
5
48, 50, 55, 62, 68
51,58
2

I

0
4
1

60, 61, 66, 69
53

Table 5.22(b)
No. items Reference nos.
1
63
2
49,52
2
65,70
3
54, 67, 72
57,64,71
3
1 59
1 1

Other areas of education 1991
Vocational training
Self determination
Culture maintenance
Cross cultural
Health and alcohol
Enforeed

Two of the items (48, 50) dealt with the comments made by representatives of the
World Council of Churches and the Prime Minister's response to the comments
(already described). Two items (42, 68) were provided by a concerned Aboriginal
politician about the lack of meaningful community development.
TRADES AND TECHNICAL SKILLS
The increased emphasis on trades and technical skills reflects the increased
unemployment rate and the government emphasis on competency based training.

5.4.5

Attitudes expressed in the newspaper, 1991
Table 5.23
Attitudes 1991

Positive
Neutral
Negative

No. items
Reference nos.
13
50, 51, 53, 54, 57, 61, 63, 65,
66, 67, 69, 70, 71
4
55, 58, 60, 72
8
48, 49, 52, 56, 59, 62, 64, 68

POSITIVE
The majority of items in 1991 are positive in their attitude towards Aboriginal people,
Aboriginal skills, Aboriginal culture and Aboriginal education. Though this support
may be superficial there has been a genuine attempt by the press to support Aboriginal
people.

5.4.6

Methodology, 1991
Table 5.24

Methodology 1991
Aboriginal learning styles

No. items Reference nos.
9
48, 52, 54, 57, 58, 65, 67, 68,

Not stated

8

On the job

3
2

60,61

1
1
1

53
49
63

71

Formal
Cross cultural
Committee
Non formal

50, 51, 55, 56, 62, 64, 70,72
59,66,69

ABORIGINAL LEARNING STYLES
Aboriginal learning styles have taken over a leading role with the increase of Aboriginal
controlled community development. While the term Aboriginal learning style is not
used in any of the items examined it is indicated by the increasing amount of Aboriginal
control in Aboriginal adult and continuing education.
NOT STATED
As previously stated when Aboriginal people are treated as a problem external to the
readership of the newspaper there is no priority to seek a responsible solution nor to
provide a methodology to implement the solution.

5.4.7

Category of news, 1991

Five items were letters to the editor (item 51,

52, 56,

63, 70). Two items were

advertisements (item 55, 60). One item was an editorial article (item 59). The remainder
were news items.

5.4.8 Population figures for Darwin District 1986
At the time of preparation of this paper the 1991 census figures for the Northern
Territory were not available. The 1986 figures have therefore been used. The total
figure for the Darwin and Palmerston local government areas had increased to 71,837
(Australian Bureau of Statistics), giving a non-Aboriginal figure of 66,452. The
Protocol and Public Relations Branch, Department of Chief Minister (1991) estimates
the population of Darwin at June 1989 to be 72,800 (p.9). It is unclear whether this
figure includes Palmerston.
Aboriginal population had increased to 5,385 in 1986. Though literacy skills were
improving the Aboriginal people were not seen by the NT News as a potentially
lucrative market.
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5.5 PAGE 1 NEWS ITEMS
It can be assumed that the front page stories of a newspaper are the major stories of the
day. It can also be assumed that readers opinions are more affected by front page
stories than other stories in a newspaper. Therefore, the content and tone of newspaper
stories are important in forming and maintaining public opinion.
Of the newspaper stories examined only six appeared on the front page of the NT
News.
27 July 1961 "Cattlemen seek native vote say" (11)
-

5 December 1961 "Forged 'Namatjiras' peddled to unwary buyers" (17)
21 October 1971 "Health facilities shock doctor MV' (34)
-

-

-

29 May 1981 "Insult on Health Territory Ministers lash out" (40)
11 March 1991 "No bungles as dancers show skills" (54)
-

-

-

26 August 1991 "Alcohol fills prison cells" (64)
-

Four of these headlines (66%) showed Aboriginal people in an unlavourable light, one
dealt with the Northern Territory Government's attempt to justify its actions in the field
of Aboriginal health, and one article dealt with Aboriginal dancers entertaining the
passengers of a cruise ship.
A random sample of twelve front page newspaper headlines were examined.
7 March 1961 "Canberra to throw out bill"
-

7 March 1961 "Tough bush ordeal"
-

7 March 1961 "Vangi could be first Miss NT candidate"
-

6 August 1971 "Blocks unsold in land sale flop"
-

6 August 1971 "Spacewalk"
-

6 August 1971 "A man of substance"
-

7 January 1981 "Air woes increase"
-

7 January 1981 'Charter bid for northern routes"
-

7 January 1981 "Broken lines on the mend"
-

24 October 1991 "Tour group fury"
-

24 October 1991 "1000 flee huge gas plant fire"
-

24 October 1991 "Who can wear Wicking?"
-

Of these twelve news items only five items were negative in content (41%). Though the
samples are small it would appear that when items concerning Aboriginal adult and
continuing education appear on the front page of the NT News the contents of those
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news items are more likely to be negative than the contents of other items appearing on
the front page.

5.6

CHAPTER SUMMARY

This chapter presented the data for the four years under review using the categories
themes, information supplier, information provided, areas of adult education, attitudes
expressed, educational methodology, and the category of news. Trends indicated by the
figures provided were discussed, particularly in reference to the literature dealt with in
chapters 3 and 4, and the chronicle presented in appendix 1. A comparison was also
made between front page stories concerning Aboriginal adult education over the four
years and a random sample of front page stories during that time.
The next chapter presents a summary of the study. It also examines external and
internal validity and external and internal reliability of the study. The study concludes
with an examination of the implications arising from the study.

CHAPTER 6

-

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

6.1
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6.1.1

What are the major themes involving Aboriginal adult
and continuing education that appear in the newspaper?

6.1.2

Who is supplying the information about Aboriginal adult
and continuing education to the newspaper?

6.1.3

What type of information concerning Aboriginal adult
and continuing education is being supplied?

6.1.4

What areas of Aboriginal adult and continuing education
are being dealt with by the newspaper?

6.1.5
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6.2
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6.2.1
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6.2.2
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6.3

IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY

6.3.1

Implications for present day Aboriginal continuing
education.

6.3.2

Implications for the press and its reporting of Aboriginal
matters

CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
This chapter brings together assumptions made concerning the press, information
obtained from the analysis of data and the influence of government policy. It provides a
summary of the study. It also examines external and internal validity and external and
internal reliability of the study. The study concludes with an examination of the
implications arising from the study.

6.1 SUMMARY
The summary examines those derived focus questions listed in chapter 1.
6.1.1 What are the major themes involving Aboriginal adult and
continuing education that appear in the newspaper?
Those themes which have appeared in more than ten news items are examined in this
summary (racism/paternalism, Aboriginal people as problems and funding).
The major themes, racism and paternalism the N.T. News are highlighted. There is
institutional racism and institutions act in a manner that appears racist. Racism refers to
a situation where one group of people is discriminated against by another on the
grounds of race. It sometimes involves emotional issues such as hate and fear though
this is not necessarily so.
In Chapter 3 the following assumption concerning institutional racism in the press was
made. The world of knowledge, literature and scholasticism, controlled and
disseminated through a world library system, acts as though, and appears as though it
were racist, and therefore racism can he considered as institutional in the fields of
academic research. The press is part of the system of knowledge as well as one of the
world library system 's major clients and so reflects institutional racism.
As a consumer of knowledge the Australian governments have also been influenced by
the institutional racism of the international library system. Institutional racism is,
however, also intrinsic in government policy. In the Australian political system there
are limited resources available to meet the needs of the total Australian society,
particularly the needs of the voters who determine whether or not the ruling government
party will remain in power. Until 1967 Aboriginal people were not entitled to vote and
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therefore had no way of influencing the distribution of wealth. Following the gaining of
the vote by Aboriginal people they continued to have little influence in the political area
because of the small number of Aboriginal voters and their lack of education and
organisation. The minority group in a system such as is dictated by the Australian
political structure has therefore been neglected over a long period. It has no
infrastructure similar to that which has been maintained by voters with political power
on which to build and develop. A new infrastructure has to be developed and this has
been considered by the government to be beyond its resources.
For example, if a shop were to be established by a non-Aboriginal person in the nonAboriginal community it is probable that the proprietor would have sufficient education,
training and experience to operate the business. It is also probable that there would be
experienced labour to employ. It is probable that there would be suitable premises to
rent. There would probably be an efficient supply network and transport system. There
would also be a reasonably wealthy potential clientele. None of these suppositions can
be made in regard to an Aboriginal person attempting to establish a shop on an isolated
Aboriginal community.
Thus, Mr Hawke could truthfully say that Australia was spending more per capita on
Aboriginal people than any other country was spending on indigenous people in the
world (item 50). Without an infrastructure on which to build, such a statement is
meaningless. Sufficient evidence was available for representatives of the World Council
of Churches to believe that Australian racism's impact on Aboriginal culture was
genocidal (items 48,49).
While there is no direct attempt to conduct racist behaviour by the Australian
government, the Australian political system by its institutional nature acts in a manner
that appears racist.
Racism in the press is often presented as a series of non-truths or half truths, for
example, the NT News stated that Aboriginal workers faced starvation at Bamyili (item
41) when this was not the case. Such dalliance with the truth by the press is accepted
by its readership. The following assumption was made in chapter 3. It is not necessary
that the press reflect reality. The reading public accepts and even expects the news as
reported by the press to be inaccurate.
Racism in the press generally followed specific issues at particular times and was
stimulated by particular interest groups, for example the pastoral industry and labour in
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the 60s (items 3, 11, and 26), education pressure groups and assistance given to

Aboriginal people in the '70s (items 19, 21, 31), the mining industry and land and
mineral rights in the '80s, development groups in Alice Springs and sacred sites in the
'90s (item 56).
Racism in the pastoral industry was an interesting phenomenon especially in the light of
the dependence of the pastoral industry for its success on the supply of cheap
Aboriginal labour. The pastoral industry was unwilling to admit to this dependence
since such an admission could lead to increased supervision of Aboriginal wages and
living conditions and thus alter the status quo. Following the failure of the pastoral
industry in its efforts to avoid the implementation of award wages for Aboriginal people
racial statements by the pastoral industry have decreased, as has Aboriginal
employment in the non-Aboriginal sector of the pastoral industry and the relative
importance of the pastoral industry in the Northern Territory.
Another form of racism which was expressed in the NT News in the '70s involved
opposition to any assistance provided to the oppressed group. Abscol and the dropping
of university quotas for Aboriginal people were particularly criticised.
The term paternalism refers to a relationship where the Aboriginal people were treated
in a similar fashion as children, and where those who were treating them in this manner
considered that they alone were the holders of any worthwhile knowledge. It varied
from the term racism only in the fact that those who were paternalistic believed they are
helping Aboriginal people. Both paternalism and racism involve the belief that one
group is superior to another.
Government paternalism, while not particularly evident in the press, was intrinsic in the
policy of assimilation described in chapter 4. The policies of the 1970s appeared to
offer a chance to move away from paternalism into a period of 'self determination',
although Willis described it more as a period of 'cultural adaptation' in the Northern
Territory (Willis, 1985, p.46). Government assisted change was dependent on the
acceptance of non-Aboriginal business structures.
With the change of Government in 1975 there was a move away from 'self
determination' to what has been called 'self management'. This movement has
continued to the present. This, according to Foley and Flowers, was a continuation of
paternalism or colonialism (1989, p.11). Aboriginal organisations found themselves
with the uncertainty of irregular funding, the dependence on the approval of
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government bureaucrats (generally white), insufficient training, and an increasing
demand by government to be the major agencies of Aboriginal economic and political
development. This could be described as a systematic design for failure as well as
reflecting and reproducing colonial, paternalistic relationships. It displayed the
institutional racism inherent in the Australian political system.
Paternalism has always been a problem among religious groups, particularly
evangelistic groups such as missionaries. The basis of any evangelistic movement is the
belief that it holds the only true knowledge and it is its duty to turn all others to this
truth. Item no. I provides an example of how the mission enforced its view on
Aboriginal people, in this case regarding marriage and family structure. Integrationist
views continued through the 70s with sentiments such as "Christian citizens of the
Commonwealth" (item 32) common.
Yet the Christian church has also assisted in bringing about beneficial changes, both for
Aboriginal people and in non-Aboriginal attitudes. Land rights appeared as an issue in
1961 (item 6) and 1971 (item 36). Statements by the World Council of Churches (items
48 to 51) have forced Australians, including readers of the NT News, and
governments, to examine more closely their treatment of Aboriginal people. These
statements have also made people aware that the examination of human rights can be a
two way process on a world scale, and that just as Australians believe that they have the
right to comment on events in other parts of the world, so others have the right to
comment on events in Australia.
There has been a decrease in racist and paternalistic articles in the NT News during the
past thirty one years (seven items in 1961, five items in 1971, one item in 1981 and
three items in 1991). It would appear that the NT News has attempted to move away
from a racist position, though a 1991 editorial (item 59) could well be accused of being
paternalistic.
An extension of the racist theme is evident in the fact that Aboriginal people were seen
as problems external to the audience of the NT News.
The following assumption was made in chapter 3. Aboriginal discontent lies in press
content and selection of content rather than amount published. Aboriginal people are
treated as a problem, separate from and excluded from the world of the newspaper
consumer.

This exclusion by both press and audience is common in the Western press. The
following assumption was made in chapter 3. Those groups which receive poor
coverage by the press, e.g. criminals, Aboriginal people, youth, are not considered to
he part of the audience (though they may be considered as part of a future audience),
either by the press or the majority of readers.
The large number of items throughout this study which fall into this category provides
verification of the above assumptions. The problems described are in most cases the
people themselves rather than the circumstances which have brought about the
problems. The way in which Aboriginal people are treated as problems is determined in
part by the simplistic use of images in the provision of news.
The following assumption was made in chapter 3. The news is presented as a series of
symbols or stereotypes which take up little space and are easily absorbed by the
audience. These symbols do not present the underlying abstract argument on which the
news is based nor do they challenge the self image of the audience.
While in most cases Aboriginal people are seen as a problem external to the readership
of the newspaper, the intervention of an outside party can interfere with this situation,
bringing about a feeling of guilt, and as a result, in order to protect the readers own
aloofness, a fierce attack on the outsider. Items 48, 49, 50, 51 and 52 provide an
example of this behaviour.
Such action verifies the following assumption made in chapter 3. The press reflects the
self image held by the audience which to a certain extent has been created by the press
and its advertisers. When this self image is interfered with both press and audience
become very defensive.
The theme of funding is closely related to the increase in political responsibility granted
to the Northern Territory during the late '70s. Prior to self government the
responsibility for any problems in the Northern Territory was blamed by most
Territorians directly on Canberra bureaucrats. With the granting of self government the
Northern Territory became aware of the problems involved in funding services. The
Northern Territory Government still however continued to treat Canberra as a
scapegoat. It sought to obtain more funds in order to provide services for Aboriginal
adult and continuing education, and also sought to blame the Commonwealth
Government for any lack of such services (items 38. 40, 46).
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The practice of "Canberra bashing" by the Northern Territory Government appears to
have eased by 1991. This has probably come about through its experience and maturity
as a government. Apart from item 50 (which referred to Federal Government's defence
of its policy following comments made by the WCC) and item 59 (where the editorial
yearns for the days of protectionism) items appearing in 1991 dealt positively with the
provision of funding for Aboriginal adult and continuing education.
6.1.2 Who is supplying the information about Aboriginal adult and
continuing education to the newspaper?
The following assumption was made in chapter 3. The news content is created through
a complicated relationship between news makers, the press, the marketplace
(advertisers) and the readers. Much of the news is created by a group of newsmakers
who provide the press with pre-packaged news. The position of newsmaker is
dependent on being able to meet the bureaucratic needs of the newspaper and being able
to favourably reflect the self image of the readers.
The news maker, that is, the person or group which makes available to the press news
items which meet the bureaucratic needs of the newspaper, has played a major part in
the way that Aboriginal adult and continuing education has been portrayed in the press
during the thirty one years under survey.
Of the seventy two items examined only seven (24, 25, 57, 62, 63, 68, 70) were
provided by Aboriginal people or representatives of Aboriginal groups. Of these only
two appeared before 1991.
The figures of information suppliers on the following page show the interest and
participation of various groups in Aboriginal adult and continuing education during the
thirty one years under survey.
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Figure 6.1
Information suppliers (numbers)
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Information supplied by Church Representatives has declined considerably with the
movement of community control from missionaries to Aboriginal groups.
An increase in political interest is evident, though this may have been affected by the
increase in the number of politicians through the granting of self government (11% in
1961, 17% in 1971, 45% in 1981 and 24% in 1991). The public also started to speak
out on Aboriginal adult and continuing education in 1991 (16%).
The increased input by various support groups is shown (nil in 1961, 17% in 1971,
27% in 1981 and 12% in 1991).

While the amount of information from government bodies declined over the period this
was replaced by information supplied by educational bodies.
6.1.3 What type of information concerning Aboriginal adult and
continuing education is being supplied?
Figure 6.3
What is being Reported?
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The figures provided are insufficient to determine what information was important to
the readers at the time. The major item, need, does however support findings within
Themes (6.1.1) that Aboriginal people were seen as a problem external to the audience
of the NT News, particularly with regard to alcohol, health, education, working
conditions and voting rights. The low figure given in planning is to be expected
because of the iconic presentation of news which excludes both the underlying
argument on which the news is based, and detailed information concerning the news.
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6.1.4 What areas of Aboriginal adult and continuing education are
being dealt with by the newspaper?
The following table lists the major areas of Aboriginal adult and continuing education
examined in chapter 5.
Table 6.1
Area of Education
1961

1971

1981

1991

Community development

1

3

3

5

Not identified

5

4

0

0

Maintenance of culture

6

0

1

1

Trades and technical

0

0

0

5

Formal education

0

4

0

0

Areas of Education

Those areas designated by the National Report of the Royal Commission into
Aboriginal Deaths in Custody (Vol 4, 33.3.12) and advocated by Foley and Flowers
are generally not prominent in the table.
The table does point out the way in which the emphasis of news is continually
changing. Only one item, community development, shows a fairly constant pattern.
The term community development gained popularity during the 1970s. The early 1970s
was a time of change in the field of Aboriginal and adult education. Community
development was the new theme in government policy. The term 'settlement' became
'community'. 'Superintendents' became 'Community Advisers'. For the first time
Aboriginal people had some input into their own affairs through the expansion of
councils and with the appointment of the first Aboriginal Advisory Council.
Another great impetus towards community development was the recognition of the need
for Aboriginal Land Rights. It was rightly believed by Aboriginal people and
supporters that, without the economic and cultural base that land rights could provide,
community development was almost impossible.
The late 1970s and early 1980s saw the responsibility for Aboriginal community
development passing in part from the hands of the Commonwealth to those of the
Northern Territory Government. The new politicians from the Northern Territory
blamed the inadequacies of the Federal government, particularly with regard to funding,
as the major problem in retarding Aboriginal community development. Aboriginal
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people were also in part blamed for not being involved in the planning process. The fact
that they had generally not been invited was ignored.
In 1991 politics, in this case international politics, was among the major causes for the
intense debate on community development in the press. In this case the debate was
brought about because of comments detrimental to the self images of both Federal and
Territory governments, the press and the press audience being made by representatives
of the World Council of Churches. This debate has already been described in some
detail.
The maintenance of culture provides an example of both changing interests and a
forgetable part of government policy. The items described in 1961 do not so much
maintain culture as put Aboriginal people on display in a manner similar to sideshow
alley. Three items do indeed describe how Aboriginal people were put on display at
various shows. These roles have been taken over by crocodiles of late.
Another changing interest involves formal education. The interest in formal education in
1971 did not involve a desire by the readers of the NT News to improve formal
education standards for Aboriginal people. Rather three of the items involved
complaints by those readers that Aboriginal people may be receiving extra benefits in
an attempt to improve their formal education.
The interest expressed in trades and technical education in 1991 reflects both the
governments' changing policies towards competency based training, and the emphasis
placed on employment brought about by recession.
A large number of items have not been classified with regard to the area of education.
This situation has been brought about by the way in which the press has treated
Aboriginal people as problems external to the readership of the press and where no
attempt has been made to provide solutions to the problems and hence has provided no
methodology to solve the problems.
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6.1.5 What attitudes are being expressed about Aboriginal adult and
continuing education in the newspaper?
Fig. 6.4
Attitudes expressed
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As could be expected by the nature of the topic of education a positive attitude is
expressed in a majority of cases throughout the period. The positive nature is also
reinforced by the majority of information suppliers, missionaries, government
representatives, education bodies and politicians who would benefit from a positive
response to their actions.
The negative responses show an interesting change in attitudes over the period.
Negative items of the 1960s and 1970s could generally be categorised as racist or
paternalistic. Negative items in 1991 in most cases are genuine attempts to face the
reality of Aboriginal adult and continuing education, or more importantly, the lack of it.
6. What Aboriginal adult and continuing education methodologies are
being described by the newspaper?
6.1.6 Methodology
It is probable that the author was too ambitious in attempting to find methodologies
used in Aboriginal adult and continuing education being described in the NT News.
Such technical data is generally beyond the scope of a daily newspaper. It is possible to
presume from descriptions given in some cases that various methodologies were in fact
being practised. The author has attempted to do this.
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The term 'Other' in the table below refers to methodologies which have appeared less
than four times in the newspaper items. They include lectures, audio-visuals, formal
training, non-formal training, cross-cultural learning and committee formations.
Table 6.2
Methodology
1961

1971

1981

1991

Not given

8

10

6

8

Aboriginal learning styles

0

0

1

9

On the job training

1

2

2

3

Demonstration of culture

5

2

0

0

Evangelism

2

2

0

0

Other

2

2

2

5

Methodology

Where methodologies have not been presented, that is, in the majority of cases, it
should not necessarily be presumed that the lack of methodology points to Aboriginal
people being treated as problems external to the readership of the press (described in
section 6.1.1), though this may in fact be the case. The NT News is not an educational
journal nor are the majority of readers professional educators and one should not expect
the field of education to be described in terms more appropriate to the academic or
professional than to the general reader.
In 1991 there were a number of cases where the methodology was described as
Aboriginal learning styles. Though it is not the aim of this paper to determine whether
Aboriginal people use different learning styles to those used in traditional Western
education it is assumed that such learning styles exist. This assumption is supported by
the works of Harris (1982), Mc Clay (1988) and Christie (1984).
Aboriginal learning styles have taken a leading role with the increase of Aboriginal
controlled community development. While the term Aboriginal learning style is not
used in any of the items examined it is indicated by the increasing amount of Aboriginal
control in Aboriginal adult and continuing education and their application, with the
support of several academics, of traditional learning styles.
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6.1.7 In what section of the newspaper are items concerning Aboriginal

adult and continuing education found?
Table 6.3
Newspaper Section
1961

1971

1981

1991

News item

16

16

10

16

Feature items

2

2

1

0

Letters to editor

0

0

0

5

Advertisements

0

0

0

2

Editorial

0

0

0

1

Section

The increase of letters to the editor in 1991 shows not only the increase in audience
interest in Aboriginal adult and continuing education but also the increase in the use of
this form of communication by Aboriginal people. Two of these items were written by
Aboriginal people. Although this figure is small it must be viewed in the light of the
small sample selected.
6.1.8 An examination of population figures and audience of the N T
News
The following assumption was made in chapter 3. The success of a newspaper is
dependent on its audience. It is also dependent on its advertisers who in turn only
patronise a newspaper if it is distributing advertising material to the greatest number of
potential customers. It is therefore only within the framework of a 'happy' audience, a
group of 'happy' advertisers, and, to a lesser extent, a 'happy' staff, that the proprietor
can successji1llv influence the press. The following figures indicate the potential
newspaper audience in Darwin and surrounding area.
Though the graph below shows an increasing divergence in population figures between
non-Aboriginal people and Aboriginal people the percentage of Aboriginal people in
Darwin has increased.
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Table 6.4
Darwin Population Percentages
Year

Percentage of Aboriginal people in
Darwin population

1961

3.7 (estimated)

1971

2.6 (estimated)

1981

7.3

1991

7.5

It should be noted that in 1961 and 1971 Aboriginality was based on racial grounds and
included only so called "full bloods". The 1981 and 1991 figures are based on a
cultural definition of Aboriginality.
From 1961 to 1981 the Aboriginal population has not been considered by the NT News
to be a part of its audience. Darwin population figures together with the high levels of
illiteracy among Aboriginal people during that time vindicate this attitude.
Nor did the advertisers see Aboriginal people as potential customers in the early stages.
As government funding increased, as mining royalties were introduced and as
Aboriginal enterprises, especially in the art field, began to flourish the advertisers were
placed in an ambivalent position whereby they did not want to alienate the nonAboriginal market yet they did want to get a share of this new developing market. This
was overcome to a certain extent by appealing to the non-Aboriginal 'advisers who
were handling the majority of finances.
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Since the early '80s there has been a shift in the roles of Aboriginal people a) as a
potential market for the NT News, b) as influences on attitudes of the audience of the
NT News, and c) as markets for advertisers who patronise the NT News.
While the present Aboriginal readership is not large there is the potential that the
readership will increase. Improved education together with the provision of
employment at middle class levels (achieved mainly through government vacancies and
Aboriginal organisations) have provided a market. There has also been an increasing
movement of Aboriginal people to urban centres. Another fear of the NT News may be
that a dissatisfied minority may demand a newspaper of their own (as has happened
with the release of Land Rights News and Aboriginal focused newsletters) which in
turn may draw advertising revenue away from the NT News.
At present the amount of Aboriginal coverage in the NT News could be considered
adequate. The following assumption was made in chapter 3. The amount of space given
to Aboriginal matters in the NT News reflects readership numbers. The major problem
regarding Aboriginal representation in the NT News has been not amount but content.
This appears however to be changing.
The increasing contacts through the workplace and social settings have appeared to
contribute to the partial breakdown of the "us/them" dichotomy between readership and
Aboriginal community. The success of Yothu Yindi's Treaty and Jimmy Chi's Bran
Niu Dai point to changes in attitudes. The readership has also been forced by outside
pressure (United Nations, World Council of Churches, Royal Commission into
Aboriginal Deaths in Custody) to look at some of the problems facing the Aboriginal
population in a more realistic way.
A final major problem not dealt with to date concerns Aboriginal employment with the
NT News. At the end of 1991 there was only one Aboriginal person employed by the
NT News in a staff in excess of one hundred and fifty. If equal employment
opportunities prevailed a figure of eleven Aboriginal employees could be expected.
Such figures could supply an Aboriginal perspective of the news and could do much to
right the existing injustices in the press.
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Commissioner Johnston (12.6.19) stated that
the key to real change is a change in the position of Aboriginal people. Aboriginal
involvement in the media is crucial. ... The press is a powerful institution. It is a
power that must be shared, not in kindness but in justice, with Aboriginal people.

Meadows (1987, p.357) and Phillips and Phillips (1987, p.397) also believe that the
press should employ Aboriginal journalists who would be able to report in a more
socially aware manner.

6.2 RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY
6.2.1 External reliability of the findings
External reliability deals with the issue of whether or not independent researchers can
replicate studies in the same or similar settings.
(Wicrsma, 1990, pp. 6-7)

The research paper is externally reliable. All material used in the research is available
for examination and interpretation.
6.2.2 Internal reliability of the findings
Internal reliability deals with the that data collection, analysis, and interpretation are
consistent given the same conditions.
(ibid. p. 6)

One possible criticism which can be levelled at this paper concerns the selection of
newspaper articles which are included in the data base. Some of these are marginal
when dealing with the field of adult and continuing education. All, however, have the
term education or training included though this may only form a minor part of the
article. Many articles on land acquisition have been left out, especially for the year
1991, though many people would consider it a major education topic since it involves
both maintenance of culture and vocational training. However, only items on land
acquisition and land rights which particularly mention training or education have been
included. Because of the lack of previous training opportunities for Aboriginal people
in the Northern Territory there is in some cases an overlap between secondary
education and adult education in the articles selected.
6.2.3 External validity of the findings
Wiersma (1990, p.fi) defines external validity as "the generalizability of the results."
External validity of the paper can be questioned. This paper is concerned directly with
the identification of public opinion trends expressed in the N.T. News towards
Aboriginal Adult and Continuing Education in the Northern Territory during the period
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1961 to 1991. The general i zabili ty of results to other areas has not been dealt with. It is
questionable that the results given in this paper can be extrapolated to the whole of the
Northern Territory. While similar techniques can be applied to other areas in Australia,
the author in no way suggests that similar results would be achieved in other areas
because of variables involved. Comparative studies with other areas however could
provide valuable information, especially if these studies concentrated on other Northern
Territory newspapers which cover both urban and rural readers.

6.2.4 Internal validity of the findings
Wiersma (ibid, p.6) defines internal validity as "the accurate interpretability of the
results." Internal validity has been emphasised through the use of controls. These
controls consist of a) descriptors, and, b) the random sample. In the case of the random
sample there could be some doubts concerning the size of the random sample. The
author has attempted to correct this fault by increasing the size of the sample.

6.3 IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY
6.3.1 Implications for present day Aboriginal continuing education.
While the report is descriptive rather than aimed at finding solutions to problems it is
hoped that trends in opinion may be revealed that could assist in either the design of
future programmes or obtaining support for desired programmes.
6.3.2 Implications for the press and its reporting of Aboriginal matters
The Australian Press Council's statement of principles include:
The publication in a newspaper of matter disparaging or belittling of a group of
persons or groups in the community by references to their sex, race, nationality,
religion, colour or country of origin is a serious breach of ethical standards.
A newspaper should not, in headlines or otherwise, state the race, nationality or
religious or political views of a person suspected of a crime, or arrested,charged or
convicted, unless the fact is relevant.
(Australian Press Council, 1983, p.5)

Clearly, if the results of this study are indicative of the general reporting patterns in
newspapers the above controls have not been sufficient to produce a balanced view of
Aboriginal people and news concerning or affecting Aboriginal people. Even in the
narrow, and, one would expect, positive field of Aboriginal continuing education, a
large number of news items are negative in their attitude. In perusing copies of the NT
News for the thirty one year period one gains the impression that the majority of stories
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concerning Aboriginal people deal with crime, alcohol, lack of competence, and the
threat of land take-overs by Aboriginal people.
The above thoughts are shared by Aboriginal people interviewed by the Royal
Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody (vol 4, 28.1.16).
Aboriginal people had, and continue to have, an extremely negative view of the
functioning of the media as a whole. Their view was that Aboriginal people were
presented as problems. They considered that their achievements were very seldom given
any prominence even if noted at all, whereas failure of an enterprise, or failures to
account to the satisfaction of a funding agency, on the other hand, were given much
publicity.

Phillips and Phillips (1987, p.383) use identical terms.
Australian newspaper accounts mentioning Aborigines inevitably focus on the problems.

Meadows (1987, p.357) and Phillips and Phillips (1987, pL397) believe that the
problem can be partially solved by the press employing Aboriginal journalists who
would be able to report in a more socially aware manner. This view is also taken by the
Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody. It states that while it has
recommended positive employment strategies for Aboriginal people in the private sector
(recommendations 307-309) in this case
it has a double importance in the sense that Aboriginal media training is important in
both in assisting the media to perform its function in relation to Aboriginal issues as
well as preparing workers for Aboriginal media.
(vol 4, 28.1.20)

The Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody, supported by Meadows
(1987, p. 356) also makes the recommendation (205 b) that
all media should be encouraged to develop codes and policies relating to the presentation
of Aboriginal issues, the establishment of monitoring bodies, and the putting into place
of training and employment programs for Aboriginal employees in all classifications.

Such action taken by the Australian press could do much to influence the attitudes of its
readers towards Aboriginal adult and continuing education and so produce an
atmosphere in the Australian community more conducive to Aboriginal development.

APPENDIX 1

A chronicle of events affecting Aboriginal Adult and Continuing
Education from 1959 to 1991.

APPENDIX 1
A CHRONICLE OF EVENTS AFFECTING ABORIGINAL ADULT
EDUCATION, 1959 TO 1991.
1959

Social Services benefits are made available for Aboriginals on
same basis as other members of community.
Commencement of Wardc Employment Ordinance 1953.

1960

First formal Aboriginal teaching aids course at Carpentaria
College

1961

Select Committee on the Voting Rights of Aborigines was
appointed. Items 11, 12, 15.
New Retta Dixon Home opened (Darwin).
Repeal of Ordinance 29 of the Aboriginal Protection Act (1910)
where wages were paid to the protector or his representative.

1962

Aborigines eligible to vote at Federal elections and hence future
N.T. elections (enrolment not compulsory).

1963

Statement of the Policy of Assimilation was made At the
Aboriginal Welfare Conference of Commonwealth and State
Ministers in Darwin.
Aborigines at Yirrkala send petition to Canberra asking that their
land not be taken from them.
Commonwealth policy on Aboriginal reserves with regard the
prospecting for minerals, mining and the excision of such land
is stated by the Select Committee on the Grievances of Yirrkala
Aborigines.

1964

Watts/Gallacher report on Aboriginal needs in education
presented.
Social Welfare Ordinance passed to repeal Welfare Ordinance
removing the concept of wardship for Aboriginals.
Northern Territory Associations Act passed allowing the
formation of government recognised Aboriginal associations.
Manganese ore body on Groote Eylandt proved.
Licensing Ordinance amended to remove restraint on Aboriginals
obtaining alcohol. Items no. 2. 64, 68, 71.
Repeal of Wards Ordinance.

1965

Nabalco Pty. Ltd commences feasibility study on Gove bauxite.
Manganese mining begins Groote Eylandt.
North Australia Workers Union seeks variation of the Cattle
Industry Award by deletion of the clause excluding Aboriginals
and domestics from the Award. Judgement handed down 7
March 1966 providing for application of the exclusion of
Aboriginals from Award to cease from 1 December 1968.

1966

Special mineral lease No.1 on Gove Peninsular is allocated to
Nabalco Pty Ltd.
Walkout of Aboriginal employees at Wave Hill Station. Item 24.

1967

First day of classes at Kormilda College for Aboriginals.
Federal referendum on Aboriginal citizenship. Commonwealth
Government given concurrent power to legislate for Aboriginals
by referendum.

1968

Nabalco Pty Ltd signs contract for construction of alumina
refinery at Gove.
Aborigines at Yirrkala send bark petition to Canberra asking for
title to their land.
New provisions for Aboriginals under cattle industry award to be
fully applied.
Associate Diploma of Aboriginal Education available from
Kormilda College.
Office of Aboriginal Affairs instituted.

1969

Introduction of full cash economy on government settlements.

1970

Announcement by Queensland Mines of discovery of uranium
deposit at Nabarlek. Ranger prospects also announced. Noranda
Ltd. confirms further uranium discoveries near Nourlangie
Rock.
Gibb Committee report on conditions of Aboriginals on pastoral
properties.
"Homeland" or "Outstation" movement gathers strength.

1971

Aboriginals will not face quotas at the University of NSW. Item
19.
Aboriginal Advisory Council appointed by Minister of the
Interior. Item 35.
Aborigines from Yirrkala take action in NT Supreme Court to try
to prevent bauxite mining at Gove

-

claim dismissed by

Blackburn J.
Church of England conference endorses the promotion of
Aboriginal Land Rights.

1971 (cont)

85
Wards Employment Ordinance repealed.

1972

Aboriginal Tent Embassy opened in Canberra.
Opening of first stage of alumina processing plant and town of
Gove for Nabalco for export of bauxite.
Dhupuma College commences operating.
Prime Minister Whitlam hands back leasehold on Dagaragu to
Gurindji.
Mr Justice Woodward is appointed to consider land rights for
Aborigines.
Gibb Committee recommends grants of land on pastoral
properties for Aboriginals.
Arnhemland Missions gain fully elected Councils and measure of
self government.
Vocational Training Commission commences training courses at
Kormilda. Transferred to Batchelor after Cyclone Tracy in 1974.
Establishment of NACC.

1973

Commonwealth Department of Aboriginal Affairs formed.
Yirara Aboriginal College begins operating. Item 21.
First elections for National Aboriginal Consultative Committee.

1974

First Aboriginal, Hyacinth Tungatulum, elected to the Northern
Territory Legislative Assembly.

riy

1974 (cont.)

Mr Justice Woodward's second and final report on Aboriginal
land rights is presented to the Whitlam Government.
Recommendations are accepted, in principle and in April 1975 in
anticipation of enabling legislation Judge appointed as interim
Land Commissioner.
Darwin community College commenced sub-trade courses. with
poor results.
RATE programme begins at Batchelor College.
Central Land Council is formed in Alice Springs.
Cyclone Tracy. City of Darwin devastated; 66 known dead.

1975

Full time adult educators appointed to Aboriginal communities.

1977

Aboriginal Land Rights (Northern Territory) Act comes into
force.
Fraser Government announces uranium mining at Jabiru would
begin as soon as possible.
Tangentyere Council is formed in Alice Springs.
National Employment Strategy for Aboriginals introduced by
Commonwealth Government.

1978

NT receives self government.
Yipirinya School commences operation.

1979

Northern Territory Association Incorporation Act passed.

1980

Martin Report on pastoral land tenure in the Northern Territory.
Aboriginal Task Force established in Darwin.

1980 (cont.)

87
Central Australian Aboriginal Media Association (CAAMA)
established.

1981

Territory Training Centre pre-vocational and pre-apprenticeship
course introduced. From 1984 1 in 10 students Aboriginal.

1983

Justice Toohey reviews the Lands Right Act.
Wesley Lanapay second Aboriginal Northern Territory
parliamentarian.

1985

Northern Territory Local Government Act passed.
Associate Diploma course in Aboriginal adult education
commences at Batchelor College

1986

National Aboriginal Employment Development Policy
implemented following the Miller Report.
Amendment to Land Rights (Northern Territory) Act to remove
absolute mining veto on Aboriginal land.

1988

Centre for Aboriginal and Islander Studies established.
Imparja Television commences broadcasting.
The Barunga Statement outlining demands for Aboriginal rights
is presented to the Prime Minister.

1989

National Aboriginal and Tones Strait Islander Education policy
released.

1991

Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody, National
Report released.

APPENDLX 2

Selected data concerning items from the AT News taken from the
'Filemaker Pro' data base.

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.
Item
Headline

Page
7
I
Missionaries reply to Groote article

Date

1-26-61

Content
Describes in complimentary terms how missionaries have broken down the primitive custom of
polygamy on Groote Island through education in the Christian religion. The article was written in
response to another artical, "Polygamy Island".

Category
Theme 1
Theme 2
Theme 3

Article

Length of item

Large

Integration
Religious emphasis
Racism

Information supplier Church rep.
Information supplied Results
Area of Education
Christianisation
Negative
Attitude expressed
Methodology
Evangelism

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.
Item

Headline

Page
6
No national policy on native drink

Date

2-2-61

Content
Report on Commonwealth States Ministenal Conference on Aboriginal Assimilation. It in part describes
an urgent need to educate aborigines and part aborigines in an understanding of basic health requirements.

Category
Theme 1
Theme 2
Theme 3

News

Length of item

Describing problem (no answer)
Health
Alcohol related

Information supplier
Information supplied
Area of Education
Attitude expressed
Methodology

Government rep
Need
Conference
Neutral
Not described

Medium

•

.....

hem
Headline

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.
Page
3
NT rifts over natives Hamey

7

Date

2-16-61

-

Content
Bill Harney said that pastoralisLs claimed that welfare officers were taking valuable labour away and
feeding them at government expense on settlements. Descnbes low or no pay by stations and the method
of being "put down the creek", a ban on employment and living area for worker and family.

Category
Theme I
Theme 2
Theme 3

News

Length of item

Large

Racism
Employment

Information supplier Prominent person
Information supplied Ni
Not described
Area of Education
Positive
Attitude expressed
Methodology
Not described

i...

..,

IIiiii
Headline

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
ducation during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.
.1
Page
Bark painter for Sydney

6

Date

3-9-61

Content
Aboriginal bark painter Malawan from Yirrkala would demonstrate art at Royal Easter Show.

Category
Theme 1
Theme 2
Theme 3

News
Aboriginal arts

Information supplier Government rep.
Information supplied Implementation
Area of Education
Cross cultural
Positive
Attitude expressed
Methodology
Demonstration

Length of item

Small

VIC

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.
Item
Headline

Page
S
Aborigines to help at show

8

Date

3-9-61

Content
Four full blood aborigines would help to run the NT exhibit at the Royal Easter Show.

Category
Theme 1
Theme 2
Theme 3

News

Length of item

Medium

Aboriginal arts

Information supplier Government rep
Information supplied Implementation
Area of Education
Cross cultural
Attitude expressed
Positive
Methodology
Demonstration

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.
11(111

Headline

0
Page
Church buys land for WA natives

Date

3-9-61

Content
The Roman Catholic Church has bought 500,00) acres near Derby as well as trucks, landrovers, farm
equipment, cattle and horses to help the natives work the new land.

Category
Theme I
Theme 2
Theme 3

News
Employment

Information supplier Church rep.
Information supplied Implementation
Area of Education
Vocational training
Attitude expressed
Positive
Methodology
On the job

Length of item

Small

91

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.
6
Page
7
Bishop with 150 wives tamed Bathurst Is.

Item

Headline

Date

5-25-61

Content
In this now peaceful orderly smiling surroundings of this mission on the 'island of children' it was not
easy to conjure up a picture of earlier days of primitive violence and cruelty." Mission promoted council
is bringing the first education in democratic government.

Article

Category
Theme 1
Theme 2
Theme 3

Length of item

Large

Integration
Religious emphasis
Destruction of culture

Information supplier Journalist
Information supplied Results
Christianisation
Area of Education
Positive
Attitude expressed
Methodology
Behaviourist

•
..:.

lteni
Headline

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.
Page
2
8
Airlift to Bathurst Island for jubilee

Date

6-6-61

Content
Opening of hospital wing and demonstration of exhibits, sports and canoe regatta.

Category
Theme 1
Theme 2
Theme 3

News

Length of item

Demonstrate culture
Aboriginal arts

Information supplier
Information supplied
Area of Education
Attitude expressed
Methodology

Church rep
Results
Cross cultural
Positive
Demonstration

Medium

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.

• .,..

Page
9
Missions Admin. talks

I t em
Headline

6

Date

7-13-61

Content
Biannual mission administration conference arranged by Welfare Branch to discuss development of native
missions and settlements, health and communication.

News

Category
Theme 1
Theme 2
Theme 3

Length of item

Small

Conference
Health

Information supplier Church rep
Information supplied Planning
Area of Education
Conference
Positive
Attitude expressed
Methodology
Not stated

•

,

•
item
Headline

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.
IC'
Page
22
Teachers at Show in Welfare Exhibit

Date

7-13-61

Content
Two full blood aboriginal teaching assistants will demonstrate teaching methods in native schools. Also
demonstrations of bark painting, canoe making and yard building.

Category
Theme 1
Theme 2
Theme 3

News
Cross cultural
Aboriginal arts

Information supplier Government rep.
Information supplied Implementation
Area of Education
Cross cultural
Positive
Attitude expressed
Methodology
Demonstration

Length of item

Small

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.
Page
11
Cattlemen seek native vote say

Item
Headline

1

Date

7-27-61

Content
Member for Elsey H "Tiger" Brennan spoke against wards having the vote. He also said that he had not
seen anything useful being taught on any native settlement. Mr Drysdale ALP said those employed in
towns should vote, those on settlements and missions only needed a little more education however
nomads and those on outback stations were nowhere near ready.
,

News

Category
Theme 1
Theme 2
Theme 3

Information supplier
Information supplied
Area of Education
Attitude expressed
Methodology

•
.

..

Ittiii
Headline

Length of item

Large

Describing problem (no answer)
Racism
Voting

..

Politician
Need
Not stated
Negative
Not stated

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.
12
Page
7
Date
Natives don't understand council vote says Mr Leske

8-1-61

Content
Roper River mission superintendent did not believe the natives fully understood what it was to vote.
Silas Roberts (Aboriginal) believed that education on voting should be a high priority.

Category
Theme 1
Theme 2
Theme 3

News

Length of item

Voting
Paternalistic

Information supplier
Information supplied
Area of Education
Attitude expressed
Methodology

Church rep.
Need
Negative
Not stated

Medium

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.
hem
Headline

13
Page
Natives going to Fiji

5

Date

8-15-61

Content
Elcho Is and Goulburne Is natives represent NT at Methodist conference. Fijian agricultural expert P. Sati
Has been teaching agricultural practice at Elcho Is.

Category
Theme 1
Theme 2
Theme 3

News

Length of item

Small

Conference
Religious emphasis

Information supplier Church rep
Information supplied Implementation
Area of Education
Conference
Attitude expressed
Positive
Methodology
Not stated

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.
It em
Headline

14
Page
Bahal urges "less talking"

2

Date

9-28-61

Content
Madam Rabbani, widow of Baha'i spiritual leader said that we should "learn something from the
primitive peoples such as the American Indians or your aborigines and talk a little less".

Category
Theme 1
Theme 2
Theme 3

News

Length of item

Cross cultural education
Racism

Information supplier
Information supplied
Area of Education
Attitude expressed
Methodology

Church rep.
Need
Cross cultural
Positive
Not stated

Medium

TE1

95

.:,.:. .,

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.
IS

Page
Mixed Bloods now accepted

lleiii
Headline

9

Date

10-31-61

Content
Federal member for NT J Nelson said mixed blood abonginals were completely accepted in the NT.
Regarding full blood Aboriginals, few were sufficiently educated to understand parliament and the vote.

News

Category
Theme 1
Theme 2
Theme 3

Length of item

Medium

Describing problem (no answer)
Racism
Voting rights

Information supplier Politician
Information supplied Nd
Not known
Area of Education
Positive
Attitude expressed
Methodology
Not known

• ...;-..

Item
HeadlIne

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.
16
Page
Maningnda pam tests

2

Date

11-23-61

Content
A six acre block is to be planted with para grass in an attempt to build up a cattle industry for the
Aboriginal people at Maningrida, according to the Administrator.

Category
Theme 1
Theme 2
Theme 3

News
Conducting education program

Information supplier Government rep
Information supplied Implementation
Vocational training
Area of Education
Neutral
Attitude expressed
Methodology
On the job

Length of item

Medium

KZ
•

•

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.

r •..,-
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Page

17

Item
Headline

Date

1

12-5-61

Forged 'Namatjiras peddled to unwary buyers

Content
Robert Campbell, Director, S.A. Art Gallery said "The art school of the Aranda tribe has now turned into
something like a mass production line". Fake Namatjira paintings were being sold to unwary buyers

News

Category
Theme 1
Theme 2
Theme 3

Length of item

Large

Describing problem (no answer)
Aboriginal arts
Negative response

Information supplier
Information supplied
Area of Education
Attitude expressed
Methodology

•.

Iteni

Headline

....

Prominent person
Results
Not stated
Negative
Not stated

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.
18

Page

8

Date

12-5-61

Native dancing at Eisteddfod

Content
The 1962 North Australian eisteddfod will have a special section for aboriginal dancing and singing said
the secretary Ruth Lockwood

Category
Theme I
Theme 2
Theme 3

News
Demonstrate culture
Aboriginal arts

Information supplier Prominent person
Information supplied Planning
Area of Education
Neutral
Attitude expressed
Methodology
Demonstration

Length of item

Medium

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.
Item
Headline

Page
13
19
No quotas for Aboriginal students

Date

1-27-71

Content
Aboriginals will not be subjected to quotas faced by students of other races at the University of NSW.

Category
Theme 1
Theme 2
Theme 3

News

Length of item

Medium

Preferential treatment
Racism

Information supplier
Information supplied
Area of Education
Attitude expressed
Methodology

Education body
Implementation
Formal
Negative
Not stated

items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.
lteiii
Headline

2-1-71
20
Page
6
Date
Training subsidies are helping Territory Aboriginals into jobs

Content
Describes Employment Training Scheme for Aboriginals run by the Department of Labor and National
Service which was started in 1969 and consists of a subsidy of 30% for three months.

Category
Theme 1
Theme 2
Theme 3

News
Training schemes
Funding

Information supplier Government rep.
Information supplied Results
Area of Education
Vocational
Positive
Attitude expressed
Methodology
On the job

Length of item

Large

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.

.4.

•

13
Date
Page
21
parents
costs
should
be
lowered
for
all
Education

1ttiii
Headline

3-24-71

-

Content
The decision that Abonginais attending a proposed college in Alice Springs would pay 75c per week
shouJd be extended to the general community according to the Association of School Parent
Organisations

News

Category
Theme 1
Theme 2
Theme 3

Item
Headline

I.ai-ge

Preferential treatment
Racism
Funding

Information supplier
Information supplied
Area of Education
Attitude expressed
Methodology

•

Length of item

,•

.

Education body
Need
Formal
Negative
Not stated

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.
.22
Customs explained

Page

14

Date

3-24-71

Content
Aboriginal leader Mr. Phillip Roberts explained tribal customs to CWA.

Category
Theme 1
Theme 2
Theme 3

News

Length of item

Demonstrate culture

Information supplier
Information supplied
Area of Education
Attitude expressed
Methodology

Prominent Aboriginal
Implementation
Cross cultural
Neutral
Lecture

Small

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.

•

Date
3-25-71
8
Page
23
"The
cities
block
you
in
-Yirawala"
Famed painter returns -

item
Headline

Content
Arnhem Land painter, last of his kind according to Prof. Elkin, returns from Australian tour sponsored by
Arts Council. He said he had learned a great deal.

News

Category
Theme 1

Length of item

Large

Cross cultural
Destruction of culture

Theme 2
Theme 3

Information supplier Prominent Aboriginal
Information supplied Results
Cross cultural
Area of Education
Positive
Attitude expressed
Methodology
Demonstration

.....
Iteni

Headline

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.
Page
24
'Gurindjis' would take up arms

3

Date

4-12-71

Content
Claims made by Joyce Claque at annual conference of Federal Council for the Advancement of
Aboriginals and Torres Strait Islanders. Includes a small section on the success of the educational grants
scheme.

Category
Theme 1
Theme 2
Theme 3

News

Length of item

Training schemes
Conference

Information supplier
Information supplied
Area of Education
Attitude expressed
Methodology

Support group
Results
Formal
Positive
Not stated

medium

II

c..:

Headline

• Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.
Page
They seek more on health

8

Date

4-12-71

Content
Aboriginal health discussed at annual conference of Federal Council for the Advancement of Aboriginals
and Torres Strait Islanders. In part it was said that "because of a lack of health education, the mothers do
not recognise illness in its early stages.'

Category
Theme 1
Theme 2
Theme 3

News

Length of item

Large

Describing problem (no answer)
Health

Information supplier
Information supplied
Area of Education
Attitude expressed
Methodology

Support group
Need
Not stated
Positive
Not stated

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.
Item
HeadlIne

26
Page
3
Date
Not one Aboriginal could usefully sit in Council Kentish

4-29-71

-

Content
Country Party member for Amhem makes claim after move by Labor Party to seek creation of a special
Aboriginal seat in the NT Legislative Council.

Category
Theme 1
Theme 2
Theme 3

News
Describing problem (no answer)
Racism
Voting rights

Information supplier Politician
Information supplied Results
Not stated
Area of Education
Negative
Attitude expressed
Methodology
Not stated

Length of item

Large

101

•
i.-

item
Headline

....; •.

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.
27
Page 8
The film carries impact

Date

5-28-71

Content
Documentary "Walking in the sunlight, walking in the shadows" deals with young aboriginals in their
conflict with their old culture because of an education program taking them along, possibly to a better
and brighter future.

Category
Theme 1
Theme 2
Theme 3

News

Length of item

Medium

Integration
Destruction

Information supplier Education body
Information supplied Implementation
Area of Education
Culture change
Attitude expressed
Neutral
Methodology
Audio-visual

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.
Item
Headline

28
Page
8
Harney award for writing to Kormilda teacher

Date

6-2-71

Content
The Hamey award for literature was awarded to Miss Anastasia Kelantumana of Bathurst Island for the
story "The rainbow and the bat".

Category
Theme I
Theme 2
Theme 3

News
Demonstrate culture

Information supplier Government rep.
Information supplied Results
Area of Education
Not stated
Attitude expressed
Positive
Methodology
Not stated

Length of item

Large

102

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.
Item
Headline

29
Page
12
Foundation plans to encourage Aboriginal arts

Date

6-2-71

Content
Foundation for Aboriginal Affairs is calling for applications for position of art adviser. Anticipated that
the position will be filled by a European however training will be given to an Aboriginal to fill the
position in the future.

Category
Theme I
Theme 2
Theme 3

News

Length of item

Medium

Conducting education program
Aboriginal arts

Information supplier Support group
Information supplied Planning
Area of Education
Vocational
Attitude expressed
Positive
Methodology
On the job

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.
item
Headline

30
Ballet outback

Page

19

Date

7-23-71

Content
Perth Ballet Workshop visited top end Aboriginal communities where they were enthusiasticly received.
At Maningrida their performance was followed by a corroboree.

Category
Theme 1
Theme 2
Theme 3

News
Cross cultural
Aboriginal and non Aboriginal arts

Information supplier Education body
Information supplied Implementation
Area of Education
Cross cultural
Positive
Attitude expressed
Methodology
Demonstration

Length of item

Small

103

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.

•
4

11
Page
.l
Controversial grants go to NT students

it em

Headline

Date

7-23-71

Content
Chairman of Abschol said"whites have been offended by Aboriginals receiving large sums for their
children to stay at school when poor white families get nothing.

News

Category
Theme 1
Theme 2
Theme 3

Length of item

Medium

Preferential treatment for Abonginals
Racism
Funding

Information supplier
Information supplied
Area of Education
Attitude expressed
Methodology

•

ltii

Headline

.

Prominent person
Results
Formal
Negative
Not stated

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.
32

Page

18

Date

8-4-71

field Council

Content
Description of CMS conference in Darwin. Provided valuable training in all aspects of administration for
Aboriginal brethren so that they will be prepared for their role as Christian citizens of the
Commonwealth.

Category
Theme 1
Theme 2
Theme 3

Article
Religious emphasis
Assimilation
Racism

Information supplier Church rep
Information supplied Results
Conference
Area of Education
Positive
Attitude expressed
Methodology
Evangelism

Length of item

Small

•

lttiii
Headline

•..

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.
Page
33
Parish News from Arnhem Land

18

Date

84-71

Content
Describes weeks bible camp for Aboriginals in Arnhani Land.

Category
Theme 1
Theme 2
Theme 3

Article

Length of item

Small

Conducting education program
Religious emphasis

Information supplier Church rep.
Information supplied Implementation
Christianisation
Area of Education
Positive
Attitude expressed
Methodology
Evangelism

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.
ltviii
Headline

34
Page
1
Health facilities shock doctor MP

Date

10-21-71

-

Content
Dr. Dick Kiugman is depressed over poor health facilities throughout Central Australia. "Young people,
even those who do well at school have nowhere to go. There is nothing for them in the way of
productive employment."

Category
Theme 1
Theme 2
Theme 3

News

Length of item

Describing problem (no answer)
Health
Employment

Information supplier
Information supplied
Area of Education
Attitude expressed
Methodology

Politician
Need
Not stated
Negative
Not stated

Medium

105

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.
Item
Headline

35

Page

6

Date

11-4-71

Aboriginal Advisory Council under way

Content
Minister of Interior has appointed an advisory council consisting of twelve appointed Aborigines.
Because of the strong development of local councils he may eventually allow some members to be
elected.

Category
Theme 1
Theme 2
Theme 3

News

Length of item

Medium

Community development

Information supplier Politician
Information supplied Implementation
Advisory
Area of Education
Positive
Attitude expressed
Methodology
Not stated

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.
i
tem

Headline

36
Page
25
Consultation on Aboriginal work

Date

12-1-71

Content
The Church of England has conducted a conference on Aboriginal Advancement in Sydney. The main
topic dealt with land rights. Agreement was achieved on the promotion of Aboriginal land rights.

Category
Theme I
Theme 2
Theme 3

News
Self determination
Land rights

Information supplier Church rep.
Information supplied Nexl
Area of Education
Conference
Attitude expressed
Positive
Methodology
Not stated

Length of item

Large

i(
r.i

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961. 1971, 1981, 1991.
Item
Headline

37
Page
4
Abongines could police tribal law

Date

3-25-81

Content
Education for the Nomad Group said a system of tribal law similar to that used at Strelley could be used
throughout the Western Desert area of WA if funds were provided.

News

Category
Theme 1
Theme 2
Theme 3

Length of item

Medium

Self determination
Funding
Culture maintenance

Information supplier Support group
Information supplied Planning
Area of Education
Culture maintenance
Attitude expressed
Positive
Methodology
Aboriginal learning style

•

Item

Headline

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.
38
Page
9
Govt fails Aborigines: NT leader

Date

4-23-81

Content
Mr. Everingham attacked the Commonwealth Government for not providing adequate funds for
community development on Aboriginal settlements

Category
Theme 1
Theme 2
Theme 3

News

Length of item

Political advantage
Funding

Information supplier
Information supplied
Area of Education
Attitude expressed
Methodology

Politician
Need
Community development
Negative
Not stated

Large

107

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.
Item
Headline

Page
39
Aborigine Jobs scheme

3

Date

5-9-81

Content
An employment campaign was launched in Darwin through the CES by the National Aboriginal
Employment Development Committee.

Category
Theme 1
Theme 2
Theme 3

News

Length of item

Medium

Training scheme
Funding

Information supplier Government rep
Information supplied Implementation
Vocational
Area of Education
Attitude expressed
Neutral
Methodology
On the job

.•.

Item
HeadlIne

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.
.10
Page
1
Insult on Health Territory Ministers lash out

Date

5-29-81

-

Content
Chief Minister Mr. Everingham and Health Minister Mr. Tuxworth attack Federal Governments
condemnation of NT work in Aboriginal health. NT Government has initiated major programmes in the
training of Aboriginal people to operate their own health services.

Category
Theme I
Theme 2
Theme 3

News

Length of item

Training scheme
Political advantage
Funding

Information supplier
Information supplied
Area of Education
Attitude expressed
Methodology

Politician
Implementation
Not stated
Neutral
Not stated

Large

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.
Item
Headline

Page
3
41
Bamyili council financial 'crisis"

Date

5-29-81

Content
Sixty three Aboriginal workers on Community Development Employment programme laid off because
of financial mismanagement by local council

Category
Theme I
Theme 2
Theme 3

News

Length of item

Large

Training schemes
Knocking what has been done
Racism

Information supplier Journalist
Information supplied Implementation
Area of Education
Vocational
Negative
Attitude expressed
Methodology
On the job

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.
Item
Headline

42
Page
12
Aboriginals "must become involved"

Date

5-29-81

Content
Member for NT Grant Tambling said in Canbena "if Aboriginal health programmes were to work
effectively Aboriginals must become more involved in the planning process." There was a need to train
more Aboriginal medical assistants.

Category
Theme 1
Theme 2
Theme 3

News

Length of item

Describing problem no answer
Self determination

Information supplier
Information supplied
Area of Education
Attitude expressed
Methodology

Politician
Nred
Community development
Neutral
Not stated

Small

Is

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.
Item
Headline

43
Page
11
Tambling hits out over report on uni

Date

7-21-81

Content
Mr Tambling, while criticising the Territory Education Commission over its lack of support for a N.T.
university, accused it of "implying that Abongines should be kept in camps", ic., an emphasis on
external studies.

Category
Theme I
Theme 2
Theme 3

Length of item

Large

Political advantage

Information supplier Politician
Information supplied Nd
Area of Education
Provision of adult edn.
Negalive
Attitude expressed
Methodology
Formal

•

Item

Headline

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.
.44
Page
Inquiry into education

2

Date

8-14-81

Content
House of Representatives Standing Committee on Aboriginal Affairs will stage a public enquiry into
Aboriginal education in the NT.

Category
Theme I
Theme 2
Theme 3

News

Length of item

Inquiry

Information supplier
Information supplied
Area of Education
Attitude expressed
Methodology

Government rep
Nd
Not stated
Neutral
Not stated

Small

110

• Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.

..

45
Page
Education needs not met

him
Headline

10

Date

8-14-81

Content
NT Teachers Federation has said that Aboriginal communities believe their educational needs not being
met. There is a need for two way education and an increase in numbers at Aboriginal Teacher Training
centre to 100. Supports 50% Abong. teachers on Ab. comm. by 1990.

News

Category
Theme I
Theme 2
Theme 3

Length of item

Large

Conducting education program
Self determination

Information supplier Support group
Information supplied Nd
Not stated
Area of Education
Positive
Attitude expressed
Methodology
Two way education

•

lteiii
Headline

i...,:

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.
4.
Page
2
NCP told of need for welfare money

Date

9-3-81

Content
National Country Party conference in Canberra was told by Territory CLP President Commonwealth
government must supply funds for Aboriginal community development.

Category
Theme 1
Theme 2
Theme 3

News
Political advantage
Funding

Information supplier Politician
Information supplied Nd
Area of Education
Community development
Attitude expressed
Neutral
Methodology
Not stated

Length of item

Small

111

i....:

• .

lteiii
Headline

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.
47
10
Page
More emphasis on original Australians

Date

12-17-81

Content
Journalist Carien Stoker considers that there should be an emphasis on Aboriginal language and culture
in N.T. schools.

Category
Theme 1
Theme 2
Theme 3

Feature article

Length of item

Large

Cross cultural

Information supplier Journalist
Information supplied Need
Cross cultural
Area of Education
Attitude expressed
Positive
Methodology
Not stated

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.
item
HeadlIne

48
Page
25
Church chiefs warn on Aboriginal plight

Date

24-91

Content
Visiting African delegates from World Council of Churches comment on conditions of Aborigines.
Government not doing enough though doing more than churches. Need for community development and
Aboriginal involvement in decision making.

Category
Theme I
Theme 2
Theme 3

news
Describing problem no answer
Community development
Self determination

Information supplier Church rep
Information supplied nerxl
Area of Education
self determination
Attitude expressed
negative
Methodology
Aboriginal learning styles

Length of item

Large

112

:

Item
Headline

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.
49

Page

4

Date

2-5-91

Racism genocidal churches
-

Content
Australian racism's impact on Aboriginal culture is genocide according to two World Council of
Churches delegations. Minister for Aboriginal Affairs countered by saying that ATSIC enabled
Aboriginal people to be elected to have a say in their future.

Category
Theme 1
Theme 2
Theme 3

News

Length of item

Medium

Self determination
Religious emphasis
Racism

Information supplier Church rep
Information supplied Nl
Area of Education
Self determination
Negative
Attitude expressed
Methodology
Committee

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
iducation during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.
Item

Headline

Page

50

4

Date

2-8-91

Hawke defends action on blacks

Content
Hawke defends government Aboriginal Affairs policy against comments made by World Council of
Churches delegates. Almost $1 billion per year spent on Aboriginal programmes, more than any other
country per capita.

Category
Theme I
Theme 2
Theme 3

news

Length of item

Political advantage

Funding

Information supplier
Information supplied
Area of Education
Attitude expressed
Methodology

politician
implementation
community development
positive
not indicated

Large

113

•

item
Headline

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.
SI
Page
9
WCC outburst not helping black control

Date

2-8-91

Content
Local government office of NT make an emotive attack on WCC comments concerning the conditions of
Abongines. The present state of Aboriginal controlled local government in the NT is praised.

Category
Theme 1
Theme 2
Theme 3

letter to editor

Length of item

Large

Political advantage

Information supplier government rep
Information supplied results
Area of Education
community development
Attitude expressed
positive
Methodology
not indicated

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.
Item
Headline

52
Page
9
Welfare destmyed black independence

Date

2-14-91

Content
Wnter questions comments made by Local Government concerning condemnation of Aboriginal
conditions by World Council of Churches delegates.

Category
Theme 1
Theme 2
Theme 3

letters to editor
Stating problem no answer
Knocking what has been done

Information supplier Citizen
Information supplied need
Area of Education
self determination
Attitude expressed
negative
Methodology
Aboriginal learning styles

Length of item

Medium

114

r

•

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.
53

111111

Headline

Page

3

Date

2-19-91

Bush ways in print

Content
NT Conservation forestry unit is working with Aboriginal people to record as much plant knowledge as
possible.

Category
Theme I
Theme 2
Theme 3

News

Length of item

Medium

Demonstrate culture
Cross cultural education

Information supplier Government rep
Information supplied Implementation
Area of Education
Culture maintenance
Positive
Attitude expressed
Methodology
Cross cultural

Items appearing in the N T News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991
,

1

Item
Headline

54
Page
1
No bungles as dancers show skills

Date

3-11-91

Content
Elcho Island dancers educate passengers of tourist ship "Ocean Pearl" in Aboriginal culture

Category
Theme 1
Theme 2
Theme 3

news
Demonstrate culture

Information supplier Journalist
Information supplied implementation
Area of Education
edn of non Aboriginals
Attitude expressed
positive
Methodology
Aboriginal learning styles

Length of item

Medium

115

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.
Item
Headline

Page
4
55
Aboriginals Benefit Trust Account (ABTA)

Date

3-20-91

Content
Applications invited for funding in the categories developmental enterprises, cultural purposes, social and
recreational purposes, land.

Category
Theme I
Theme 2
Theme 3

advertisement

Length of item

Medium

Funding
Community development

Information supplier
Information supplied
Area of Education
Attitude expressed
Methodology

Government rep
implementation
community development
neutral
Not stated

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.
Item

Headline

56
Aboriginal quid

Page

9

Date

44-91

Content
Questions motives of "part coloureds" interest in sacred sites at Alice Springs. Their purpose is to
prevent progress.

Category
Theme 1
Theme 2
Theme 3

Letter to editor
Knocking what has been done
Racism

Information supplier
Information supplied
Area of Education
Attitude expressed
Methodology

Citizcn
Implementation
Education prevention
Negative
Not stated

Length of item

Small
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Item
Headline

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.
57
Page
5
TV report slammed by black rep

Date

5-20-91

Content
CAAC Director, John Uddle criticised ABC programme 'Four Corners" for not showing successful
health programmes being undertaken by Aboriginal people

Category
Theme 1
Theme 2
Theme 3

news

Length of item

Large

Defence of Aboriginal people
Self determination
Community development

Information supplier support group
Information supplied results
Area of Education
Health education
Attitude expressed
positive
Methodology
Aboriginal learning styles

• •z

-r

,&'t.:;

lteiii
Headline

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.
58
Page
Grant aid for young

5

Date

5-20-91

Content
Parliamentarian announces grants to develop wilderness youth camp at Galliwinku and position of youth
field officer for Tangentyere Council in Alice Springs.

Category
Theme 1
Theme 2
Theme 3

news
Conducting education programme
Funding

Information supplier Politician
Information supplied implementation
Area of Education
community development
Attitude expressed
neutral
Methodology
Aboriginal learning styles

Length of item

Small

117

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.
Item
Headline

59
Paradise gone wild

Page

Date

8

5-20-91

Content
Editorial ridicules the use of funds for youth wilderness camp at Galliwinku. Questions the granting of
unemployment benefits to Aboriginal youth. Laments the loss of mission gardens and suggests that
youth would be better employed on gardens

Category
Theme 1
Theme 2
Theme 3

editorial

Length of item

Large

Racism
Training schemes

Information supplier editor
Information supplied need
Area of Education
enforced change
Attitude expressed
negative
Methodology
on the job training

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.
Item
Headline

60
Page
School of Vocational Studies

10

Date

7-10-91

Content
Advertisement for pre-vocational course for Aboriginal people.

Category
Theme 1
Theme 2
Theme 3

Advertisement
Conducting education program

Information supplier education body
Information supplied implementation
Area of Education
vocational training
Attitude expressed
neutral
Methodology
formal education

Length of item

Medium
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Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.
Item
Headline

61
Page
Road makers blaze trail

5

Date

7-16-91

Content
A plant operator course has been conducted for Aboriginal people at Oenpelli by Northern Territory Open
College

Category
Theme 1
Theme 2
Theme 3

news

Length of item

Medium

Training scheme

Information supplier education body
Information supplied results
vocational training
Area of Education
Attitude expressed
positive
Methodology
formal education

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.
Item
Headline

62
Page
Violence sparks anger

10

Date

7-31-91

Content
MLA member Mr. Lanhupuy says money needed to tackle social problems on Groote Eylandt. Youth
need something to do.

Category
Theme I
Theme 2
Theme 3

news
Describing problem no answer
Employment

Information supplier Politician
Information supplied need
Area of Education
community development
negative
Attitude expressed
Methodology
Not stated

Length of item

Large
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Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.

•

Itt ni
Headline

63
Thanks for camp

Page

9

Date

8-16-91

Content
Aboriginal student thanks providor of Aboriginal careers guidance camp at Jabiru

Category
Theme 1
Theme 2
Theme 3

letter to editor

Length of item

Small

Conducting education program

Information supplier Citizen
Information supplied results
vocational training
Area of Education
positive
Attitude expressed
Methodology
non formal education

i

.

Item

Headline

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.
64
Page
Alcohol fills prison cells

1

Date

8-26-91

Content
More than 80% of prisoners in NT gaols have received sentences of less than 12 months for alcohol
related crimes. 80% of these are Aboriginal people. Education is needed on Aboriginal communities to
change peoples attitude towards drinking.

Category
Theme 1
Theme 2
Theme 3

News

Length of item

Describing the problem no answer
Alcohol related

Information supplier
Information supplied
Area of Education
Attitude expressed
Methodology

Journalist
Need

Community development
Negative
Not stated

Large

120

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.
Item
Headline

Page
65
Try bush tucker at Oenpelli

16

Date

9-11-91

Content
Gumbalanya school and community are holding an open day. Visitors can learn about bush tucker and
bush medicine.

Category
Theme 1
Theme 2
Theme 3

News

Length of item

Large

Demonstrate culture

Information supplier Education body
Information supplied Implementation
Area of Education
Culture maintenance
Positive
Attitude expressed
Methodology
Aboriginal learning style

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.
lfrm
Headline

I"
Page
23
Inside, the bnck clique Jail idea building skills

Date

9-23-91

-

Content
Two buildings have been completed using hand made bricks at Gunn Point prison. Other vocational
training includes bakery, piggery and vegetable garden.

Category
Theme 1
Theme 2
Theme 3

news
Training scheme

Information supplier government rep
Information supplied implementation
vocational training
Area of Education
positive
Attitude expressed
Methodology
on the job training

Length of item

Large

121

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.

•

Item

Headline

67

Page

25

Date

9-23-91

Work shows culture

Content
A description of Nungalinya open day. Education of non Aboriginal people in Aboriginal culture.
Display of teaching material.

Category
Theme I
Theme 2
Theme 3

news

Length of item

Medium

Demonstrate culture
Cross cultural education

Information supplier Education body
Information supplied implementation
edn of non Aboriginals
Area of Education
Attitude expressed
positi Ye
Methodology
Aboriginal learning styles

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.
Iteiii
Headline

68
Problem ignored

Page

3

Date

10-31-91

Content
Criticism by MHA member Mr. Lanhupuy of lack of education about alcohol abuse by Aboriginal
communities.

Category
Theme 1
Theme 2
Theme 3

news
Desc:ribing problem no answer
Alcohol relaled

Information supplier Politician
Information supplied reed
community development
Area of Education
negative
Attitude expressed
Methodology
Aboriginal learning styles

Length of item

Small

122

-.

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.

u.

Page
Aboriginal students excel

Item
Headline

."

16

Date

124-91

Content
Vocational Studies School Prepratory Course for Aboriginals in Trade had a high level of success. The
DEET funded course consists of eight weeks at NTU campus and eight weeks work expenence.

News

Category
Theme 1
Theme 2
Theme 3

Length of item

LaiC

Training scheme

Information supplier Education body
Information supplied Results
Vocational
Area of Education
Attitude expressed
Positive
Methodology
On the job

..

..:...,

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.

-.

lteiii

Headline

70
Page
Aborigines need help to survive

21

Date

124-91

Content
Describes the plight of Aboriginals in terms of deaths in custody, prisoners, infant mortality, university
students, unemployment and homelessness. He asks that Aboriginals be given back dignity, self esteem,
liberty, health, land, culture and in essence their very lives

Category
Theme I
Theme 2
Theme 3

Letter to editor
Destruction of culture

Information supplier Citizen
Information supplied Need
Area of Education
Culture maintenance
Positive
Attitude expressed
Methodology
Not stated

Length of item

Medium

123

;r

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.
71

Item

Headline

Page

23

Date

12-4-91

Booze funds for programs

Content
MI-IR Mr Snowdon announced that funds have been provided for four educational programmes to combat
the misuse of alcohol by Aboriginal people in Central Australia.

News

Category
Theme 1
Theme 2
Theme 3

Length of item

Small

Training scheme
Funding
Alcohol related

Information supplier Politician
Information supplied Planning
Community development
Area of Education
Positive
Attitude expressed
Methodology
Aboriginal learning styles

-

-

:t
-

e
,

Items appearing in the N.T.News which deal with Aboriginal adult
education during the years 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991.

-::

Item
Headline

72

Page

5

Date

12-19-91

Funding to fight black deaths

Content
NT will receive $53000 for cross cultural training for health professionals plus $200000 to assist
counselling of families of Aboriginals who have died in custody.

Category
Theme 1
Theme 2
Theme 3

news
Cross cultural
Funding

Information supplier politician
Information supplied implementation
cross cultural edn
Area of Education
neutral
Attitude expressed
Methodology
n .a.

Length of item

Medium
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